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After being assigned the task of creating a newsletter
for the Department by my Chair, Dr. James L. Hill, I
enthusiastically accepted the charge. Because I have a
pleasant and productive working relationship with Dr.
Adriana Primo-McKinley, I asked her to work with me, and
she agreed. When Dr. Hill spoke with me, he explained
that he wanted a publication to showcase all of the
various components of the Department of English and
Modern Languages and highlight the work of the faculty
and accomplishments of our majors and minors. As
Adriana and I took inventory of everything that was going
on in the Department, we quickly realized that a news
magazine would be more appropriate to take readers on
a virtual reality tour of the activities and talent of our
faculty, majors and minors.
As a tenured associate professor at North Carolina A&T
State University where I worked for 17 years, I have had
the great fortune to work with African American men and
women of the high caliber of Dr. Hill, my Chair. They
mentored, inspired and pushed me to work hard. They
had high expectations of me and spent a life time
developing professionals. I’ve known men and women like
Dr. Hill, and all of these individuals have similar traits—(1)
An exhaustive work ethic; (2) an unfailing commitment to
educating students who attend HBCUs; (3) the uncanny
ability to get things done, despite severe budget cuts and
sometimes meager resources; (4) a commitment to
developing well-rounded students despite the current
trend of de-valuing English and the arts and humanities;
and (5) an unshakable belief in the potential of our
students to succeed in this global and racialized society.
My admiration of Dr. Hill’s life’s work is not just based
on the fact that he respects my professional abilities and
continues to mentor and challenge me, but mainly
because his many years of unfailing service to ASU and
its students add him to a long list of African American
educators and leaders who’ve invested their very lives
into the development of students at HBCUs. I’ve known
men and women like Dr. Hill, who toil steadily without
much fanfare, just as Paul Laurence Dunbar described:
“Not they who soar, but they who plod their rugged way,
unhelped, to God are heroes.” In many ways, his love of
students is like the great writer Sterling Brown’s infamous
fondness for teaching and working with college students
at Howard University. Frederick Douglass said the
following about Martin Delaney: “I thank God for making
me a man; Martin Delaney thanks Him for making him a
Black man.” I am very thankful that this exceptional
African American man, Dr. James L. Hill, remains devoted
to the education and upliftment of our students at ASU.
The Signifying Scholar, then, is a marvelous way to honor
his many years of work and capture his vision for the
Department. It is a harvesting of the work that he, the
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faculty and the students have done throughout the years.
“Signifying” is a term coined by the scholar Henry Louis
Gates, Jr. to represent a black vernacular. The idea stems
from the process of signifying, which is the association
between words and the ideas they indicate. Created to
appeal to the ASU community and a national collegiate
audience, the Signifying Scholar will hopefully inform,
surprise and provoke you to think. It’s put together like a
literary gumbo, with different techniques, soulful spices,
and different styles of linking words and ideas. You’ll meet
different faculty and students and hear different voices,
even those rising from the ancestors.
I appreciate all of the faculty members who contributed
pieces to the magazine, and many were even willing to let
students come in and take pictures of them teaching
classes. Without their contributions and their impact on
students, publishing this magazine would not have been
possible.
I really have grown to appreciate my colleague and
Associate Editor-in-Chief of the Signifying Scholar, Dr.
Adriana Primo-McKinley. Once she understood the
purpose of this magazine, she was committed to this
project. She is a strong and intelligent Brazilian woman.
Her work ethic matches mine, and we both enjoy laughter,
so we’ve been able to work together to get projects done.
I depend on her judgement, critical thinking and ideas. I
look forward to continuing our collaborative working
relationship.
The student editors who worked with me and Adriana
are all talented, hard workers and willing workers. Mr.
Vincent McPherson, Ms. Takosha Williams, Ms. Kiana Roe
and Ms. Alexia King are in the words of James Weldon
Johnson, “young, gifted and Black.” They exemplify those
W.E.B. DuBois calls the Talented Tenth. I respect their
intellect and appreciate their willingness to work on this
project, despite the demands of their coursework and
other activities. I especially appreciate the numerous
revisions they did as well as proofreading and editing.
Each knows that I believe in his or her potential so very
strongly and that I expect each of them to stretch and dig
and work to achieve excellence. I am proud of them; I
hope you will be, too.
Ms. Sandy Peacock’s competence, ideas, and graphic
design skills demanded that I listen carefully to her and
take her advice. She is very talented and professional. I
appreciate her candor and all of the work she put into
helping us create the Signifying Scholar.
Please enjoy this virtual reality tour that the Signifying
Scholar provides of the Department of English and
Modern Languages at Albany State University. This is only
the beginning…
Pat Bonner, Ph.D., Editor-in-Chief

EDiTORS

FROM THE
I am very pleased that the first installment of the Signifying Scholar
is finally here. It is an exciting project that will reveal many of the things
going on in our Department. I am also very happy that Dr. Hill approved
me to become a part of this project. I think he will be proud of the way
this magazine gives a picture of all the parts of our Department.
Dr. Pat Bonner asked me if I would work with her, and at first, I
thought she was “out of her mind.” But she reminded me that she was
a somewhat new faculty member and needed to work with someone
who had been in the Department for a number of years. She also
explained that this magazine was not just an English magazine and that
it had to also reflect Modern Languages, which is my area of expertise.
Since I am an advocate for students learning a second language, I knew
that this could be a forum to show why the study of foreign languages
continues to be a vital academic area. I told her that I would be glad to
work with her. This process has been an enjoyable learning experience
as well as fulfilling hard work. Dr. Bonner is an extremely hard worker
and focuses on getting the work done, whatever it takes. We exchange
ideas, we both consider and discuss them, and this makes the synergy
between us very creative.
I hope that the faculty, our students and the University community
enjoy the Signifying Scholar. We worked very hard to include every
faculty member, even if it was only a photograph. This news magazine
will be sent to the University community, local communities, and selected
universities across the nation. The Department of English and Modern
Languages has many components, and our faculty members do
important activities and research. We pay homage to them, our students
and Dr. Hill with the Signifying Scholar.
I also thank Ms. Sandy Peacock who is a genius at putting all the
pieces together in this publication. Despite her busy schedule, she made
time to help us produce a quality product. I also thank the students who
kindly helped me and Dr. Bonner to complete this project. Although on
the surface, Dr. Bonner and I are a lot different, but none of that matters
when it comes to working hard to achieve the same goal. The Signifying
Scholar is a “must read” for students and faculty.
Adriana Primo-McKinley, Ph.D., Associate Editor-in-Chief
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REFLECTIONS
from the Chair, Dr. James L. Hill
Albany State University
English and Modern Languages Department

I am excited to welcome the publication of this premier
issue of the Signifying Scholar, the Department of English
and Modern Languages’ news magazine. Emblematic of the
Sankofa bird symbol, looking back to move forward, this issue
of the Signifying Scholar presents a rewarding and
appreciative look back as we move forward cautiously to the
dawning of our new future.
It is by no means coincidental that the Albany State
University (ASU) Department of English and Modern
Languages (ENGL&ML) is relaunching its departmental
magazine in the midst of the sea of change wrought with the
University’s consolidation transformation. In many ways our
department, like the University, is entering a new era; and as
we look forward to the 2017-2018 academic year and
beyond, there are obviously many challenges and
opportunities that the University and indeed our Department
must first discern and then address. For our University, there
are the continuous challenges of increasing its enrollment
and revenues for the financial and academic survival of the
institution, while maintaining its roots and historic mission
and broadening its focus to serve students from all ethnicities
and backgrounds. There are, too, the challenges of the
University making major strides in improving the lives of the
citizens of Southwest Georgia, continuing its path toward
becoming an exemplary institution and exerting its leadership
in the University System of Georgia (USG).
While all of these may seem to be huge challenges, they
also represent unfettered opportunities for our University to
distinguish itself as a leader in the USG. As a unit of ASU,
ENGL&ML also faces tremendous challenges and
opportunities, including significantly increasing enrollment in
its academic programs, rebranding itself as an indispensable
unit of the University, achieving exemplary status as an
academic department and continuing the achievement of
national attention for its programs.
During the past several decades, ENGL&ML faculty
members have led the University in a number of ways by (1)
providing University leadership for Global Affairs, Gender
Studies, Women’s Studies, the Foreign Language Institute and
the Civil Rights and Human Rights Symposium; (2) pioneering
programs in the NEA Big Read, UGA Teacher Quality
Enhancement, and NEH Humanities Bridge Program; (3)
gaining national attention for Departmental programs, i.e.,
Annual Poetry Festival and Hip Hop Conference; and (4)
distinguishing themselves as Oxford Roundtable Scholars, NEH
Summer Institute Fellows, Governor’s Teaching Fellow and first
4
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African remnant / spiritual / artist / writer / soldier /
steeped in history and culture / educator / crusader
/activist / intellectual / covered by grace / full professor
/ leader / nurturer / sage / motivator / blessed / Black
man / role model / warrior / legendary / unforgettable
ASU Provost Faculty Fellow. In its teaching, research and
service in the coming years of the new Albany State University,
however, the Department of English and Modern Languages
must seize the opportunity to improve its cachet in a number
of other significant areas of the University:
• In recent years, ENGL&ML programs have been identified
as low producing because of enrollment and graduation rates.
With USG’s inordinate emphasis on numbers, ENGL&ML must
search for and implement creative ways to increase the
enrollment in its programs while maintaining rigorous
academic programs and graduating exceptionally prepared
students.
• The University System of Georgia has also recently
terminated our B.A. degree in Spanish because of low
enrollment and graduate rates. Since there is a tremendous
need for the Department to provide training in Spanish for
students who desire to pursue both degrees and emerging
career options, ENGL&ML must redouble its efforts to reinstate
the Spanish degree or find other ways to achieve the same
goal.
• The USG has for a number of years restricted ASU’s
Learning Support role in the admission of students; however,

with consolidation, there is an opportunity for ASU to double
or even triple its Learning Support enrollment. Thus,
ENGL&ML must collaborate with Learning Support to offer
co-curricular instruction and provide students a seamless
transition to the University’s programs.
• Through the development of technological initiatives
in higher education, the USG and ASU affords ENGL&ML an
opportunity to become a leader in technological innovations
in teaching and instructional delivery, research and service.
• There is little doubt that the internationalization of
curricula in higher education will only accelerate in the next
several decades, and ENGL&ML must position itself to take
the lead in internationalization, i.e., study abroad, Fulbright
opportunities, foreign faculty and student exchanges, research

and service programs.
• An important and honored ASU legacy, the preparation
of teachers for our region and the state of Georgia is an
institutional imperative; and ENGL&ML must collaborate with
the College of Education in continuing the production of
competently prepared teachers, especially English teachers,
for the New Millennium.
The talented and dedicated ENGL&ML faculty and staff I
am confident will purposefully and effectively respond to these
and subsequent challenges; and as the Signifying Scholar
reveals, they will remain one of the leading, most
accomplished and academically productive of the University’s
faculties. For the content, vision and efforts in making the
Signifying Scholar a reality, we owe Drs. Patricia Bonner and
Adriana Primo-McKinley congratulatory kudos and a very
special thanks.

SNAPSHOTS
The Department of English
and Modern Languages

››››

Faculty
and Staff
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Essential and Valuable:
The Administrative
Assistants of the
Department of English
and Modern Languages
Kim Whiters

Cassandra King

Mrs. Kimberly Whiters has worked in the Department for
11 years. Comparable to the head of the FBI, she is Dr. Hill’s
chief investigator, law officer and enforcer. She is competent,
a stickler about meeting deadlines and extremely committed
to fulfilling her job responsibilities. He thoroughly depends on
her for everything, from filling out forms to trouble-shooting
departmental issues. She is intimately familiar with the
workings of the University and is able to answer faculty’s
questions about almost anything. When one walks into the
office, she is usually behind the computer screen with stacks
of papers all around her, busy typing or reading or thumbing
through papers, but make no mistake; she sees all and hears
all. Her sense of humor and quick wit can burst through at any
unsuspecting moment.
A Greensboro, NC, native, Mrs. Cassandra King returned to
work in the Department most recently for the last four years.
She is comparable to the Deputy Captain because she also
acts as an investigator and enforcer who assists both Dr. Hill

and Mrs. Whiters. Competent and always aware of the
responsibilities of the faculty, she regularly emails everyone
with reminders and deadlines. She also manages the workstudy students. Mrs. King is pleasant, professional and willing
to help anyone. She keeps the office stocked with rich
chocolate and peppermint, and she opens the office promptly
at 8 a.m. every weekday. If one walks into the office, most
likely, her smile is the first thing he or she meets.
Both Mrs. Whiters and Mrs. King work hard, but they have
a really pleasant sense of humor when they are not busy. They
try to keep the faculty’s morale up; for example, they buy
birthday cards for each faculty member and place them so
that all other faculty members can sign them. Candy stays in
little bowls in the office for everyone to enjoy. Little gestures
of kindness count in a busy work environment. Mrs. Whiters
and Mrs. King are aware that their roles are vital to the
success of the Department. Dr. Hill and the faculty salute their
hard work and appreciate their contributions.

Careers for Spanish Majors and Minors
The careers in foreign languages continue to broaden and
diversify. The demand for jobs in this field continues to
increase. There is a need for people who speak a second
language in so many facets of our society and this world.
GOVERNMENT: Diplomat; translator, interpreter (US or UN);
court interpreter; CIA; FBI linguist, special agent; Peace Corps;
Agency for International Development; State Department;
Government research specialist; Immigration and
Naturalization Service; Bureau of Narcotics; Armed forces;
Department of Treasury; Foreign Claims Settlement
Commission; Office of Economic Opportunity; agricultural
specialist; all levels of government in areas with large
immigrant population.
SOCIAL SERVICES: Law enforcement; welfare; health
services; income tax consultant; missionary, minister; nursing;
medical research writer; vocational counselor; case worker.
EDUCATION: Teacher; translator; editor; textbook author.
LIBRARY: Librarian in U.S., overseas; translator; classifier
of foreign documents.
SCIENTIFIC FIELDS: Technical writer, translator; researcher;
6
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technical liaison for U.S. firms abroad; archaeology; museum
work; medicine.
TRAVEL AND TOURISM: Travel agent; tour guide; hotel,
restaurant employee; flight attendant; airport personnel.
BUSINESS: International law, banking; U.S. representative
for foreign company; patent attorney; representative for U.S.
firm abroad; foreign branch of U.S. firm; advertising, sales,
fashion buyer; marketing; executive or manager; technical
expert; personnel manager; Public Relations; secretarial and
clerical opportunities; import-export firms; brokerage firms;
banks; medical organizations; service, cultural organizations.
COMMUNICATIONS: Journalism: foreign correspondent,
photographer, writer, editor; TV or radio writer, reporter,
technician, executive; CNN, network reporter, video crew;
Voice of America writer, editor; translator; advertiser for ethnic,
foreign markets; film, entertainment; interpreter; international
telephone operator 1

1Resource: http://louisville.edu/spanish/what-can-i-do-with-a-major-in-spanish.html

Professor André and the
Circling the Elements
Hip-Hop Conference
A Man on a Scholarly Hip-Hop Mission
By Vincent McPherson, English Major

Professor André

Over the past four years, Albany State University’s (ASU)
Circling the Elements Hip-Hop Conference has made
notable success both on the campus among students and
faculty and in the Albany community. The concept for the

“

The simple love of
one thing…Hip-Hop.

conference was born during Professor André Stefan’s
studies at Florida State University. With degrees in Hip-Hop
Critical Theory and African-American Literature, Professor
André, as he prefers to be called around campus, sought to
create a space where students, faculty, and people of all
generations could gather to share their mutual love for the
music and culture associated with hip-hop. He has done
that through bringing legendary and contemporary hip-hip
artists and scholars to ASU’s campus and letting the music
take center stage.
A big focus of the conference is to strengthen the sense
of community that is fostered here at ASU and because the
annual event is held in the city of Albany, Professor André
feels the conference is doing just that. “The first thing is that
everybody in the country is invited to attend. With all events
being open to the public [the city] offers a connection to the
roots of hip-hop that provide various outlets to further
connect to the community.”
The conference has no designated audience and is
inclusive of all generations. It is structured to promote a
scholarly approach to the study of the culture of hip-hop but
at the same time, in the words of Professor André, “The

environment provides a sort of doorway or gateway for
students.” The events, such as rap battles and discussion
panels held by students and featured guests, work to
promote a myriad of academic discussions while allowing
students to showcase their passion for hip-hop culture. This
process helps to break the established student-professor
barriers and even social barriers.
When talking about the conference, Professor André is
clearly enthusiastic about it. He talked about a memorable
moment from the 2014 conference where Christopher
“Play” Martin of the hip-hop group Kid ‘n Play was the guest
speaker. “In the middle of the event one of the officers [from
Albany State’s Police Department] walked in during his shift.
Even though he was in uniform, badge and all, he was not
there to check on a noise disturbance or any official
business; he was there, because like the rest of the
members of the audience, he grew up on Kid ‘n Play and
was happy for the
opportunity
to
meet Christopher
Martin in person,
and that’s what
this event is
about.”
As someone
who has attended
some of the
events of the
conference,
I
found that there
is a lot to be
gained through
analyzing hip-hop
culture using an
academic
framework. While
the focus of the
conference is hiphop and related
Christopher “Play” Martin
topics, the event
promotes more than just discussions about music. It is also
an event that fosters academic insight on the basic
understanding of the history of the music and the language.
Through all of the various experiences offered at the
conferences, students, professors, and members of the
community can build alliances and maintain connections
through the simple love of one thing, hip-hop.
MAY 2017
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Mr. Mark Hankerson second from right.

Tribute to the Director of the Writing Center of the
English and Modern Languages Department,
Mr. Mark Hankerson
Teacher, Advocate and Writing Guru
Collaboration: Mr. Mark Hankerson and Dr. Pat Bonner

Mark Hankerson is busy. Students
and faculty often see him darting
around like a honey bee, dashing from
building to building, frantically
hovering around people all over
campus. Still, he is a composed and
patient individual. He has to be. As the
director of the Writing Center on the
East campus of Albany State University
(ASU), Mr. Hankerson knows that
perseverance is a soft skill essential to
his professional position.
“Writing center administrators are
rarely given a handbook detailing how
they should effectively run their
office,” Hankerson said. “And
university personnel really have no
idea what a modern writing center
does or what writing center directors
or coordinators do. As a result, I have
had to educate myself, then persuade
others about what a writing center
should be.” Unfortunately, Hankerson
noted, convincing others to “reenvision” the writing center takes time
. . . and patience, but he has made
progress.
From his perspective, the writing

8
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center is like a “secret society” on
campus. However, this has had an
unintentional, yet beneficial effect. “I
admit I have used this underground,
off-the-grid
existence
to
my
advantage,” he says with wry smile. “It
has allowed me to reconceive the role
of a university writing center and, more
importantly, my role on this campus.”
When Hankerson took over the ASU
Writing Lab in August 2009, he had
already been a full-time faculty
member in the Department of English
and Modern Languages for six years
and a part-time member for three. He
knew the Writing Lab had to change its
branding and mission in order to meet
the challenges of a constantly evolving
campus community, and he went to
work doing it.
During the annual International
Writing Center Association Conference
in San Diego, California, in 2012,
Hankerson
presented
research
regarding the secret lives of writing
centers and how false perceptions of
them bring many challenges to writing
center personnel. A few of these

include the perception of writing
centers as simply sites of remediation,
the social marginalization of writing
“centers,” and the difficulty in
handling increased demands from
faculty across the campus, not just
from English departments. Other
hurdles he discussed included
expanded access to technology,
outsourced writing services, and
dramatic budget cuts in higher
education.
His research closely
parallels the work that he does as the
Director of the Writing Center, as well
as his responsibilities in this capacity.
This is a type of “active research,”
where his ideas and findings are
incorporated into the daily operations
of the Writing Center and evaluated.
He uses these findings or data to
make improvements. His student
tutors, for example, are incorporated
into all aspects of the Writing Center,
and the atmosphere is student friendly
and welcoming. Hankerson says that
our Writing Center is more than a
place of “remediation.” It is a place
where students learn and gain

confidence by improving their writing
skills. One of the things he is most
proud of is shifting the perception of
the Writing Center from a remediation
and computer lab to a writing and
critical thinking “lounge.” He and his
tutorial staff understand that writing is
a recursive process involving critical
thinking that everyone—not just those
enrolled in freshman-level composition
classes—needs to be concerned with.
With all of these general concerns
facing writing centers nationwide,
Hankerson is about to deal with a new
one: changing departments and
developing a new administrative
mission as a consequence of the
merger of Albany State University (the
East campus) and Darton State
College (the West campus). Beginning
this fall, the Writing Center will be
under the purview of a new unit called
the Office of Transitional Studies,
Advising, and Academic Success. As
he prepares to transition to a slightly
different role, Hankerson nostalgically
reflects on his time as Writing Center
Director in the Department of English
and Modern Languages.
Today, the Writing Center offers
assistance in basic and advanced
composition, professional writing,
English grammar, and academic
research for students of all majors
across the campus. Typically, tutorials
are in the form of one-on-one
conferences or in-class workshops
provided at a professor’s request. The
Writing Center’s workshops over the
past seven years have focused on the
professional formatting of written
documents, the rules of academic
research, and the strategies for writing
quality research papers. Hankerson
knows the importance of training his
tutors to deliver some of these
workshops because “it helps enhance
their skills as public speakers and
makes them more marketable upon
their entry in the American or global
workforce after college.”
In addition to his everyday Writing
Center duties, Hankerson has
instructed evening classes for the
Department of English and Modern
Languages nearly every semester
since 2009. He has also assisted
colleagues in his department by

covering their classes in their
absence. In some cases, he became a
full-time substitute when one faculty
member went on maternity leave,
when another had to leave the
country, and when another became
seriously ill. In all of these scenarios,
he was willing to help his coworkers
without delay in order to provide their
students with the education they
deserved and model teamwork and a
positive attitude for everyone else in
the Department.
This also
demonstrates another aspect of his
character, a willingness, an eagerness
to help others. This collegial spirit
fosters cooperation in others.
Although much of his energy is
placed on the Writing Center and
teaching, Hankerson participates in
other professional and community
activities, too many to list here. For
example, in 2011, he participated in a
Summer Humanities Bridge Program
at ASU that focused on the Albany
Movement and the overall Civil Rights
struggle for African Americans during
the early 1960s. He also served as a
technology instructor, helping local
high-school students learn more about
academic research and social
networking agency, while also
discussing the critical issues that arise
from living in an increasingly digital
age.
In the spring of 2012, Hankerson
collaborated with Mr. Antonio Leroy
and the Center for the AfricanAmerican Male (CAAM) to develop its
first campus learning community, and
the first learning community to be
directed from the Department of
English and Modern Languages. He
attended and participated in several
monthly Male Dialogues hosted by
CAAM and was a featured speaker at
an event in September 2012. In April
of the following year, he was honored
to receive one of CAAM’s “Men of the
Year Award.”
Hankerson is also strongly involved
with the Office of Global Programs. He
has served on the International
Education Week committee and as a
panelist during IEW’s Faculty and
Student discussion forum for the past
seven years. He and his wife, Dr.
Stephanie Hankerson, have also

financially sponsored several students
in their Study Abroad efforts.
For years, Hankerson has also been
the main point-of-contact within the
English and Modern Languages
Department regarding instructional
technology, has coordinated the
Freshman English Composition Exit
Exam, has provided General Records
Examination (GRE) and Georgia
Assessments for the Certification of
Educators
Examination
(GACE)
preparation workshops, led the
campus re-chartering effort for Alpha
Phi Omega National Service Fraternity,
and has served as a faculty advisor for
incoming freshman English majors.
Additionally, his work in the
Department is constant and varied.
Hankerson spoke at the Graduate
Seminar to our students about using
Writing Centers’ resources while in
graduate school. He also works closely
with Professor André and the Hip-Hop
Conference and was a featured
speaker in 2015. Serving as an editor
of and working with Dr. Mack on The
Pierian and organizing campus
activities for NCTE’s annual National
Day of Writing this past Fall Semester
are more examples of his numerous
contributions to the Department of
English and Modern Languages.
Finally, also noteworthy is Hankerson’s
work as a staff development trainer for
Johns Hopkins University for over 10
years and his becoming a finalist for
ASU Staff Employee of the Year in
2013.
It may seem paradoxical that
Hankerson says that he and the
Writing Center have been a well-kept
secret considering that he seems to
be everywhere. Nevertheless, his
cross-pollination of different offices
and departments is necessary to
address evolving student needs while
advocating for the Writing Center. As
he prepares for his new role in a new
office, Hankerson assures his
colleagues in the English and Modern
Languages Department that he’ll still
be around, continuing to provide
faculty and students with support
regarding all areas of writing. The
Department appreciates and pays
tribute to his many years of exemplary
service.
MAY 2017
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Realizing Potential
Two English Majors Win Award at Regional GCTE Conference
by Alexia King, English Major
Albany State’s slogan is “Potential Realized,” and that is
exactly what has happened in the English and Modern
Languages Department when two English majors, Miss Laura
Russel and Mrs. Deidre Evans, received the esteemed Georgia
Council of Teachers of English (GCTE) award and attended the
conference in March of this year. These two students have
distinguished themselves among their peers here at Albany State
University (ASU) with their high grade-point-averages and literary
awards that they have received. Laura and Deidre dedicate
themselves to excellence inside and outside of the classroom.
They are both members of the international English honor
society, Sigma Tau Delta. Even though these two students are
academically strong, they could not be more different. Laura is
a traditional student who aspires to be either a college professor
or a lawyer while Deidre is a non-traditional student who aspires
to be a teacher. She only decided to continue her education
because her daughter encouraged her to, and she wanted to

Evans, an untraditional student. Along with being a member of
Sigma Tau Delta, she is also a member of Alpha Kappa Mu
National Honor Society. Deidre takes full advantage of every
opportunity that comes her way, including the GCTE conference.
While there, she learned different techniques to use in the
classroom and how to implement them.
On a personal note, Deidre really felt the need to go to college
because neither one of her parents went to college, so she
decided to “ditch” the trend. With the full support of her family,
she decided to pursue a college education. She admits that
going back to school was challenging, but with the
encouragement of her daughter, she is learning to persevere
even though she still feels out of place at times. Deidre originally
came to ASU to pursue a degree in Spanish, but when that was
no longer offered, she changed her major to English and minored
in Spanish. She hopes to become a teacher near her hometown
and “provide a needed service to a community that is lacking

“

The conference focused on
how teachers could continually
improve their courses to keep
up with the constant new
technology being integrated
into education.

Deidre Evans

Laura Russel

break the generational trend of not going to college. Both Laura
and Deidre represent the diversity of our English majors.
I interviewed both students about their experiences at the
conference. Laura, who is in her junior year, seemed to really
enjoy it as a whole. She was personally recommended for the
award by our chairperson, Dr. Hill. This was a tremendous honor
on her behalf. When Laura attended the conference, there were
many activities that she could have participated in, but she
particularly enjoyed a station at the conference that related to
memories. The facilitator asked each participant to use their five
senses and write down which specific sense triggered each
memory. The conference focused on how teachers could
continually improve their courses to keep up with the constant
new technology being integrated into education. One thing that
Laura gained was how to “keep students entertained and
engaged in fun ways while simultaneously ensuring that they are
learning the content.” It was a learning experience for everyone
who attended. Outside of Laura’s school life, she enjoys going to
the beach and spending time with her family.
The other student who received a GCTE award was Deidre
10
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many resources.” She said, “Teachers of English Language Arts
and Spanish are needed, especially in low-income areas. I hope
to be able to spark the interest of my students in those subjects,
give them the benefit of what I’ve learned and show them that
they can have unlimited opportunities. Achieving one’s dream
is possible; sometimes, it just takes a little longer than expected.”
If Deidre were able to give one piece of advice to other
untraditional students or adults who are thinking about pursuing
a college education, it would be, “It’s never too late to learn; it’s
never too late to better yourself, and sometimes you have to step
out of your comfort zone in order to achieve those things.”
During her free time, she spends time at home with her family,
tutors young people and helps with senior citizens in her
community. Deidre has dedicated her time to helping others
while balancing a full school schedule as well. Congratulations
to both Laura Russel and Deidre Evans, two diverse English
majors, who won the GCTE award. This is only the beginning of
success for both of them. If they continue on this journey of
excellence, they will have boundless job opportunities when they
graduate from ASU.

The ASU Poetry Festival:
Fostering a Space for Poetic Voices
By Jeffery D. Mack, Ph.D.
As the thematic focus of this year’s Poetry Festival, the poem
“Testimonial,” by Rita Dove, sets the stage for what we believe
is a major point of discussion for today’s poet—that we, as
creators and doers of the word that is expressed in and through
our poetic voices, have a responsibility to the word. Knowing
this, we are compelled to excellence and to speak to our growth
and development as poets and writers. As artists, sensitive to
the world around us, we cultivate space for the multitude of
voices unheard and waiting for visibility in our public spheres.
The global explosion of poetry, particularly in spoken word
poetry, makes more urgent the need for shared discussions
about form, function and changes in poetry and its impact
within literature and the humanities. Such a process also allows
us to reclaim the large number of poets whose work remains
unheard. For ten years, the Poetry Festival has provided a
space to experience and celebrate some of our country’s
greatest poetic voices, as well as their literary descendants.
From its origin, it sought to be a platform that would not only
showcase exceptional poetic talent, but it would also offer
doers of the word a space and a means to answer our charge
to perform the word for the world around us. In his signature
poem, “A Poet’s Call,” Haki Madhubuti makes the poet’s role
very clear when he writes,
“…the best poets are
lovers, are receptacles for
pain, joy, injustice and the
innocent
smiles
of
children...” As poets, we are
obligated to speak to life’s
beautiful and imaginative
contradictions, and for ten
years the Poetry Festival
has provided a platform for
it.
Nowhere is this more
clear than in the shift
occurring in black poetry
since the 1980s. In what
many scholars refer to as the post-soul era, black poetry has
followed two divergent, albeit cross-fertilizing, trajectories. On
one hand, professionally (MFA) trained black poets
demonstrate mastery over the forms of poetry receiving
validation within the larger academic and literary culture, as
indicated by five Pulitzer Prize winners and/or finalists and
twelve National Book awards winners and/or finalists since
1987. This contrasts sharply with previous periods in the 20th
century when poets studied and developed independently,
honing their talents in writers’ collectives. The experiences of
poets after the 1980s also contrast with poets from the Black

Arts Movement, known for their sharp and vocal critiques of
social injustice. On the other hand, the contemporary
landscape of poetry reflects a paradigmatic shift away from the
prevailing model of written and/or academic poetry and more
toward spoken word poetries. Whatever the frame, the calling
is clear: As poets we are to —“Perform” the word, even as we
reflect and refract on the conflicting sensibilities and
epistemologies within African American culture. Our hope is
this: that as we speak our truths through the language of our
art, we must carefully model greatness in all aspects of life’s
rich and complex tapestries.
This year’s Poetry Festival is a model for such greatness as
it is a testament to the
steadfastness of the
Department of English
and Modern Languages
and the institution as a
whole. For ten years,
the literary event has
spoken to and for a
body of people who
believed in (1) the rights
of students to speak
and be heard in their
own languages, (2) the
promotion of the rich
—Dr. Jeffery D. Mack and vibrant history that
underscores each poet
who would perform as a featured guest, and (3) the promotion
of poetry as an art form, as well as a vehicle for self-expression
and social reform. The architects of the Poetry Festival, Mary
Gervin and Doris Davenport, understood that black writers
speak both to and from the position of the Other, and they must
deal not only with the external manifestations of racism and
sexism but also with the results of those distortions, specifically
how they are internalized within themselves and one another.
What distinguishes their writing, then, is the privileging (rather
than repressing) of the Other in themselves. In short, black
writers refuse to surrender their Otherness. Instead, they use

“As poets we are to — ‘Perform’ the word,
even as we reflect and refract on the
conflicting sensibilities and epistemologies
within African American culture. Our hope
is this: that as we speak our truths through
the language of our art, we must carefully
model greatness in all aspects of life’s rich
and complex tapestries.”
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From Left: Guest poet L. Lamar Wilson, Dr. Stephanie Hankerson, Douglas
Kearney, Dr. Jeffery Mack, Kwame Dawes and Kalamu ya Salaam
it as they write from a multitude of positionalities —as women,
men, mothers, fathers, lovers, black, and the oppressed. They
use these frameworks as a means of conducting creative
dialogues. And, for ten years, the Poetry Festival has provided
a platform for the articulation of such a dialogue. With themes
such as “A Celebration of Poetry” (2007), “Night Soil of Dream”
(2008), “Ascensions” (2009), “Convergence: History and
Poetry” (2010), “Bloodlinks and Sacred Places” (2011), “Links
and Lineages” (2012), “Transcendence” (2013), “Poetic
Ancestries” (2014), “A Poet’s Call” (2015), and “Testimonial”
(2016), the Festival has grown into a premier event for Albany
State University and the Albany community.
These Festivals, through their collaborative efforts, have
called for a cultural revolution through arts and ideas and have
helped bring about a movement that has changed how we view
art. It is in the spirit of this telling that we join with one another
in a celebration of voices who have shared with us for the past
decade, and who have aided ASU in positively impacting the
lives of students and community members in our charge. Poetic
greats such as Amiri Baraka, Sonia Sanchez, Haki Madhubuti,
Nikki Giovanni, Natasha Trethewey, Nikky Finney, Jericho
Brown, DaMaris Hill, Mariahdessa Ekere Tallie, Thomas Sayers
Ellis, Pearl Cleage, Frank X Walker, Lita Hooper, Hoke Glover,
Jessica Care Moore, Sharan Strange, David Mills, C. Liegh
McInnis, Madeleine Le Cesne, Gloria Wade Gayles, Eugene
Redmond, Kalamu ya Salaam, Kwame Dawes, Lamar Wilson,
Douglas Kearney, Chastity Hale, De’John Hardges, Sunni
Patterson, Dana Wildsmith, Seed, Kathryn Stripling Byer,
Shirlette Ammons, Mary Gervin, and Doris Davenport are but
a small sampling of the powerful chorus of voices who have
joined us and helped make the Festival what it has become
today—a space for the cultivation and expression of what Nikky
Finney coins, “the beautifully said thing.”
In honor of this, this year’s Festival was dedicated to one of
our own fallen heroes, Professor Rosemarie Mundy-Shephard.
For over 30 years, she helped us explore how those two paths
intersect, the path where the “beautifully said thing” meets “the
really difficult-to-say thing.” That’s where, I think, the Festival
12
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2016 Poetry Festival guest poet
Chastity Hale

finds its light. Indeed, Finney’s work finds its place in the
beautifully-said as she has been writing for as long as she has
memory. Her poems are powerful and warm, like her southern
roots, and provide glimpses into the human adventures of birth,
death, family, violence, sexuality, and relationship, exploring the
soul of the human community. They both highlight the
constants we share and appeal for more compassion, reaching
from the personal into the collective with equal measures of
love and rage. This is the essence of the Festival poets, as they
call us to consider and value again the blessings found in
community, the strong bonds of family and the transcendent
and inexplicable ways of the spirit. Their poetry carefully weaves
the personal and the political into a tapestry that reflects their
graceful, heartfelt synthesis of the two. For ten years, ASU has
shared in a celebration of life, through poetry, in all its rich and
vibrant hues, and we have been the better for it.
Editorial Note: Dr. Jeffery Mack, teacher, poet, and scholar, has
cemented his place in ASU’s history through building the Poetry Festival
into an international and national premier literary event. Most certainly, it
brings our Department recognition and serves notice that “In the beginning
was the Word…” and our faculty members will continue to foster the study
and enjoyment of the Word on ASU’s campus. The undisputed leader of this
effort is Dr. Jeffery Mack. Organizing the Poetry Festival is no small feat
when there are so many challenges to overcome each year. When I attended
the Festival for the first time, I was in awe of the literary giants who came
to ASU because of the crusading and hard work of Dr. Mack and the respect
he and other famous poets have for educating students at HBCUs. I
followed one of my literary idols around all day long, Amiri Baraka, and took
my students to listen to him speak. I “grew up on him,” studying his works
throughout my education. I had seen him two precious times before, but I
became overwhelmed many times as I stared at him and listened to him
throughout the day. He was still fiery, critical of racism and discrimination,
and encouraging our students and faculty to excel and agitate. Who would
imagine that this great intellectual, activist and artist would be dead only
two weeks later after leaving our campus? Dr. Mack gives our students, our
Department, and this campus mighty gifts when he brings the most
distinguished and well-respected writers to perform their works and teach
our students. The artists he has brought to ASU seem like a list of
contributors that students are required to study in the Norton Anthology of

African American Literature. Our students get to ask these great writers
questions, look into their eyes, and hear their voices as they tell their stories
and give advice. As the coordinator of the event since 2012, Dr. Mack has
invested many hours of his time to continue this literary tradition. During
the Festival, he can be seen running around the conference rooms and

campus as if he’s riding a hoverboard. He has cultivated a small loyal group
of colleagues to assist him, and the English and Modern Languages’ faculty
support his efforts by attending and encouraging their students to attend.
I know that “everyone works hard,” but the magnitude and sheer scale of
this event are concrete evidence of Dr. Mack’s hard work at ASU.

American Poetry in
Performance and Its
Connection to Spoken Word
By Dr. Brian McAllister

“America has created a wealth of poetry intended for
performance and has developed a strong tradition of
performance poetry. Lindsay may have been the first
American poet to consider poetry not in performance but
as performance.”
—Dr. McAllister
The scholarly study of poetry in American universities
nearly universally considers poetry as a written medium.
Consequently, scholars have been reluctant to consider a
poetics of performance. However, since the turn of the
twentieth century, America has established a long and
coherent tradition of performed poetry and has a rich
history of poetry composed specifically for performance.
Though contemporary scholars often dismiss performed
works as occasional deviations from a written norm,
performed poetry can often be more fruitfully discussed as
participation in this tradition. The contemporary
phenomenon of Spoken Word Poetry, for example, has
immediate roots in contemporary Hip-hop and owes much
to the work of Gil Scott-Heron in the mid-1970’s. It also has
a debt to Jalaluddin Mansur Nuriddin’s spoagraphics and
the exploration of spoetry practiced in the late 1960’s and
early 1970’s by such groups as The Last Poets and others
arising from the Harlem Writer’s Workshop.
In 1961, the Harlem Writer’s Workshop sponsored a
performance of Langston Hughes’s work Ask Your Mama:
12 Moods for Jazz. This blending of performed poetry and
music has influenced such later work as the jazz poems of
Amiri Baraka, and it has precedents as early as the Harlem
Renaissance. This African American tradition is also akin
to the jazz poetry practiced in the early post-war years of
the San Francisco Renaissance by such poets as Kenneth
Rexroth and William Everson. Kenneth Rexroth, in turn,
became a mentor of the younger Beat Generation of poets,
particularly Allen Ginsberg and Lawrence Ferlinghetti, who

also explored performed poetry in their notions of Poetry
Happenings. They, in turn, have both acknowledged the
influence of the Higher Vaudeville performances of Vachel
Lindsay in the 1910’s and 1920’s.
Vachel Lindsay’s Higher Vaudeville poems were a
radical experiment in the art of performance. He was
perhaps the first American poet to consider performance
as more than a simple delivery of the poem and his
motives for doing so were highly political. Lindsay was
especially concerned for the economically oppressed: the
new immigrant, the wage laborer, the piece worker. He
wanted to create an experience that would build his
audience into a community and thereby empower them.
Toward this end he gleaned ideas from such diverse
sources as the Chautauqua Institution’s School of
Expression to audience participation techniques he had
seen in Vaudeville to create what he saw as a participatory
medium.
America has created a wealth of poetry intended for
performance and has developed a strong tradition of
performance poetry. Lindsay may have been the first
American poet to consider poetry not in performance but
as performance. In other words, the performance is not
merely a delivery of the work of art but is the work of art
itself. Yet this idea is inherent throughout the tradition of
performed poetry in America. Further, Lindsay marshalled
poetic performance in service to political dissent. This has
become true of much of American performance poetry. To
my mind, it is one thing that makes it most American.
MAY 2017
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Coming Back Stronger
and Continuing a Tradition
Sigma Tau Delta, Zeta Phi Chapter, Inducts 11 New Members, and 2
Faculty Members Attend International Convention in Louisville, Kentucky
On the 16th of February, 2017, eleven candidates were
formally inducted into the prestigious Sigma Tau Delta
International English Honor Society in a private ceremony.
Held in the Art Gallery in Holley Hall and surrounded by
friends, family and faculty, these eleven students with majors
in English, Education, Music and Mass Communication were
recognized for their personal accomplishments and
achievement of the Society’s high standards of academic
excellence. At the ceremony, there were much food and drink,

red and white balloons and candles, a beautiful white cream
cake with maroon Greek letters, and lively conversation. It
was a celebration. Dr. Hill spoke to the new members and
expressed confidence in their abilities to excel academically
and participate in the Sigma Tau Delta International
Convention next year. We are confident that the new Sigma
Tau Deltans will become influential intellectuals and leaders
who will make significant contributions to their families,
communities and society.

The Evolution of Scholars: From Candidates to Sigma Tau Delta Members

From left: Takosha Williams, Ciera Tims, Kiana Roe, Vincent
McPherson, Vivia Johnson, Brandi Johnson, Deidre Evans, Raelyn
Brown, and Alexandia Brandley

From left: Dr. Pat Bonner and Dr. Adriana Primo-McKinley

Bonner and Primo-McKinley accept award on behalf of Professor Rosemarie Mundy-Shepard
For 20 years, Professor Rosemarie Mundy-Shepard served as the Lead-Sponsor of the Zeta Phi Chapter of Sigma Tau
Delta here at Albany State University. After her passing, Dr. Pat Bonner was
appointed as the new Lead-Sponsor, and Dr. Adriana Primo-McKinley and
Professor Yolande Penn, who worked with Professor Mundy-Shepard, were
appointed as Co-Sponsors. On March 30th of this year, Drs. Bonner and PrimoMcKinley attended the Sigma Tau Delta International Convention in Louisville,
KY, where this Society honored Professor Mundy-Shepard’s 20 years of service
as Sponsor for the Zeta Phi Chapter. The organization recognized her service and
commitment, and Dr. Primo-McKinley accepted this plaque on behalf of Professor
Mundy-Shephard, the Chair, Dr. Hill, and the faculty. This year, the theme of the
convention was Recreation. We hope to carry students to the convention next
year so that they can make presentations or display posters. The sponsors are
proud to continue the hard work to maintain a Society which continues to support, encourage and provide avenues for our
students to excel.
14
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Dr. Devona Mallory

Faculty

Spotlight

My Life as a Professor and Social Advocate
I’ve been an associate professor in the Department of As a feminist scholar, I have always felt that women should
English and Modern Languages at Albany State University be treated fairly and have equal protection under the law.
(ASU) for 8 ½ years. I am the Director of Strengthening That is why some of my colleagues and I created the ASU
Foreign Languages and International Programs (SFLIP) under Gender Studies committee and started a Women’s Studies
Title III and the chair of the ASU Gender Studies committee Symposium to discuss women’s issues. This year will be our
which organizes and hosts an annual Women’s Studies 9th Annual—a feat that I’m very proud of. In conjunction with
Symposium every year. Along with these
the former Darton College and Liberty
professional responsibilities, I am
House of Albany (the domestic
primarily dedicated to the teaching and
women’s shelter of Southwest
training of our students.
Georgia), we performed The Vagina
Inter
My teaching and research mainly
Monologues four years in a row as a
Liter nation
a
acy
original
Festl Cultur
AustralianLiteAb
al
ival
analyzes the links between Women’s
fundraiser for Liberty House at both
rature and Culture
Literature/Gender Studies, Magical
campuses. However, Gender Studies
Oc tob er 12− 13
Realism Literature, and Multiethnic
is inclusive, which means that
Literature with an underlying Feminist
masculinity,
femininity,
and
Guest Speak er
Pedagogical base. In other words, my
homosexuality should be embraced
goal is to help students find their
and discussed as well. So, we also
individual voices in the collective while
cover these issues at the symposium.
being respectful of others’ viewpoints. By
As a scholar and human being,
gaining a deeper understanding of
everyone in America should have
various literatures and movies from around the world, equal and sustainable rights. These are some of the ideas
students gain more knowledge of the global community and that I try to impart to my students in the classroom and in my
themselves within that sphere.
other areas of interest. More and more I am realizing that we
Along these lines, my position as Director of SFLIP gives are all in this together, and we need to work together to make
me an opportunity to broaden ASU’s already strong global the world a better place for everyone, regardless of our
academic prowess by bringing in speakers who discuss world differences. Hence, I try to find ways to impart knowledge that
issues that inform and engage everyone. For example, in is truthful yet respectful that helps students learn, analyze,
January 2016, SFLIP had a Cultural Fest that included a and process information in a positive and impactful way. I
Pulitzer Prize winning author, a world renowned storyteller, encourage students to have viewpoints and opinions, but I
and an amateur Anthropologist and African Drummer from also stress that they need to know or investigate why they feel
the Albany community. Additionally, Dr. Anedith Clark of the the way they do. I encourage them to research, seek answers,
Dougherty County School System and the ESOL program gave and come to their own conclusions.
a presentation to faculty and students just this past April in
Overall, as a professor with a doctorate, I routinely
L. Orene Hall Building. This past October, a presenter from acknowledge to my students that I’m not the “end-all be-all”
Australia discussed Aboriginal culture. My life has been authority of the universe. I learn as much from my students
enriched by learning about different cultures, and this is my as they do from me, maybe even more so. As a lifetime
hope not only for the University but also the Albany learner and advocate, I will never stop learning or researching
community.
various subjects and fighting for human rights. As human
Increasingly since I’ve started working at this institution, beings, we all have a responsibility not only for ourselves but
social justice for all has been a tremendous focus of mine. also for others.
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Spread the Word!
Why did you become an English major or minor?
Why did you become a Spanish minor?
A few students answered these questions…
Since grade six, I have been in Spanish classes. At first, the language was just a
requirement and nothing that I was really interested in. That was until one of my middle
school teachers revealed what the language and culture truly had to offer. Ever since then,
Spanish has been a true passion of mine. I promised myself that I would use this passion
in college to get a better education. Although I was living in Florida, I lived in suburban
areas with a low amount of diversity. Attending an HBCU has revolutionized my views on
my culture and other minorities. In addition to that, my devotion to medicine tied into my
interest in a different language. As a doctor, my focus will be on the betterment of health
care for minorities and their community. To this day, I know I made the right choice. I have
had many opportunities arise from my minor in Spanish. It’s truly a calling for me, and I
am proud of my decision.
—Norma Davis, Spanish Minor

Determination, dedication, and resilience are three factors that I continuously remind
myself of when I selected English as my major and Mass Communication as my minor. In
this major, I have had ample opportunities to strengthen my critical thinking skills that
spread beyond the classroom, into the workplace, and my life in general. The English and
Modern Languages Department here at Albany State provides the necessary knowledge
to broaden my ability to speak articulately, write well, analyze many types of texts and do
research. As an upcoming senior, I know I am preparing myself for my future career.
In high school, I enjoyed many of the pieces of literature we had to read, but it was not
until college that I learned how to study it. Through the many courses I take, I am
developing the skills to comprehend and analyze almost any type of writing. I also continue
to work on my writing skills. My major has given me a bigger appreciation for literature
and the talent of the writers. Everything that I have learned as an English major has helped
me grow not only as a young African American male but also as an all-around scholar.
—Damielle Douglas, English Major
With the exception of English and French, which I have also had the opportunity to learn,
Spanish is one of the most widespread languages spoken around the world. While learning
a foreign language offers benefits such as boosting a résumé and making someone a more
attractive applicant for employment, it is not the reason I chose to minor in Spanish. As a
child, I remember watching the PBS channel and hearing the voice from the television ask,
“Have you ever been to Carrascolendas?” I had not been to this imaginary town where the
people spoke both English and Spanish, but I definitely wanted to go. This sparked an
interest in Spanish which has continued to adulthood. I decided to learn it initially out of
curiosity, then later for the sheer beauty of the language. I have a desire to be able to
communicate with the people around me, and I can meet and establish relationships with
people whom I may have otherwise overlooked. This gives me an appreciation of other
cultures. The world is changing rapidly, and to better navigate it, one has to be willing to
open up and be receptive to differences. As a Spanish speaker, I become more attentive to
the way I speak, and this helps me to communicate more effectively with others, in English
or Spanish. Speaking Spanish will help me when I finally travel abroad, and it will
undoubtedly augment my life, no matter which direction my career veers.
—Deidre Evans, Spanish Minor
16
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Never in a million years did I ever think that I would come to college to major in
English, but it kind of took me under its wing at the beginning of my senior year of high
school. Besides the obvious reasons such as enjoying reading and writing, English really
stood out to me because it involves so many areas, and it can reveal a lot about people.
Many people don't understand the kind of power English holds, and I want to help
people learn to master this necessary tool. It can dictate whether or not a person gets
a job and what people think about you as an individual. Make no mistake, people judge
others by the way they talk and write. Most people underestimate studying English
because it is used daily by millions, but if an individual has a sound understanding of
it, then he or she will have a slight advantage over someone who cannot make their
subjects and verbs agree. With an English major, not only will I be able to teach students
all of the important grammar rules and how to analyze literature or how to argue a
claim, but I will also be able to help them become functional citizens in the world
through the way they speak and write. I think English is great and should be embraced
by everyone. I chose English, and it chose me back.
—Alexia King, English Major

The reason that motivates me to pursue a degree in English and excel in every class is
my desire to build a community like the one that has helped me realize my potential.
Through the numerous careers available to English majors I plan to create various outlets
that help students thrive in academic settings as well as their communities. As a future
teacher there is always the need to work and produce academically strong students to
advance the potential of future generations, but being an English major is more than
being a force in the classroom. It is making an impact on the lives of the young people I
have the pleasure of encountering. While my degree will be a Bachelor of Arts, my career
will be filled with a myriad of coaching, mentoring, and doing all that I can to promote the
success of the future generations of young men and women.
—Vincent McPherson, English Major

I chose to minor in English because I have always loved literature and writing. It has
always been my strongest subject. Although my major is Mass Communication, my minor
in English will help me write well, speak articulately, and analyze any text critically. These
are skills I need to produce top quality work. I would like to become an author and work
as an educator in the public-school system.
—Kiana Roe, English Minor

I chose to become an English major because I have always loved reading and writing.
Authors such as Zora Neale Hurston, Charles Chesnutt, Alice Walker, John Henrik
Clarke, Ann Petry, and Toni Morrison have really shown me the power and enjoyment in
the written word. I want to become a college professor so that I can help enhance
students’ academic skills. I was once told that the inability to read and write well can
hinder a college graduate from getting a job or a promotion. It can brand a person as
being inferior. In the professional workplace, speaking and writing well can set me apart
from others so that I am valued and respected. English is art, and I aspire to master
the skill so that I may create art of my own. It can be inspiring, heartbreaking, or
confusing. I love that it has no limits. I am fascinated with African American literature
because it contains elements I can better relate to as a young African American woman.
Langston Hughes inspires me, and I hope to inspire others with my talent and ideas.
—Takosha Williams, English Major
MAY 2017
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Mrs. Marsha
Williams Hatcher

By Dr. Pat Bonner

A Portrait of Marsha by a Childhood Friend
Once a student here in ASU’s Art Department, now she is being
re-introduced to today’s generation of ASU’s students, the University community and the region as a well-known professional artist.
When trying to decide how to make the debut of the English long and thriving career filled with many accolades and
and Modern Languages’ news magazine, the Signifying awards too numerous to mention here. Currently living in
Scholar, outstanding and unique, I struggled with a lot of Jacksonville, Fla., this year alone she has had two exhibitions,
different ideas. Late one night before going to bed, I thought one in February at the Jax Makerspace Gallery—Main Library
about my childhood next-door neighbors, Marsha and Maxine, entitled Kesha—a Black Female and another in April where
and wondered how they were doing since the passing of their she was the featured artist in the Art Center Cooperative, Inc.
mother this summer. Marsha and her husband, Eddie, came with an exhibition entitled Experience of Identity and Race.
to visit me during this time, and she showed me more pictures
The fact that she is an alumnus who graduated from Albany
of her artwork. I was
State University (ASU) in
so impressed, as “The average art lover assumes that every artist has a long drawn out 1979 with a B.A. in Art
always. Then, as I story behind every piece of art that is created but the truth behind most (cum laude) just makes
thought about Marsha, of my work is that there is no story at all but merely an idea, style or our collaboration and her
my heartbeat began to
contribution almost seem
technique I wanted to demonstrate. I … love being an artist and cannot
pound as an idea
surreal. This has to be
think of doing anything else. I have always painted portraits in an
appeared—Ask
sweet Karma. Once a
Marsha if she would expressionistic style, with capturing likeness and emotion as the student here in ASU’s Art
design the logo for the number one priorities… The freedom to paint in a variety of styles Department, now she is
Signifying Scholar and [continues to make] my paintings a joy for both myself and the viewer. being re-introduced to
be willing to bless the I approach each painting with an emotional openness that allows the today’s generation of
cover of it with one of subject and the medium of the art to dictate the final form. This ASU’s students, the
her paintings. I called sensitivity to emotions is easily seen in the faces of the people. This University community and
her and pleaded with mood driven style of painting assures that each piece of art is unique.” the region as a well-known
her to do it within a
professional
artist.
—Marsha Hatcher, Fine Arts Statement, Jan. 10, 2014
two-week time limit.
Another interesting piece
She said she would do
is that her younger sister,
it and added, “I’ll have the logo before sundown.” I was Maxine Williams, also graduated from ASU in 1983 with a B.S.
grateful and extremely fortunate. Marsha Hatcher, national in Middle Grades Education. She then earned her Master’s
and international artist, sculptor, and teacher, is my childhood degree from Central Michigan University and worked as a 7th
friend and next-door neighbor. We grew up together. However, grade teacher in the DeKalb County School District until she
the beautiful irony of her contribution to a departmental news retired in 2014. Both continue to demonstrate that ASU trains
magazine at ASU is so very rich.
students to become successful professionals. Both sisters
Marsha is a prominent working painter and sculptor with a frequently return to ASU for Homecoming and participate in
18
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the Alumni organization. They have always loved this
University. Despite tremendous demands on her time, Marsha
was not too busy, too talented or too famous to help an old
friend. So many articles or pieces written on her talk about
her artwork. However, what’s equally fascinating is the type of
human being she is, her personality, her spirit. I want to paint
a picture of Marsha.
Our families have lived next door to each other from
childhood until the present day. One grade ahead of me, as
children we played outside, went to the same church,
participated in all sorts of activities together, went to
nightclubs, went to the same schools and graduated from the
same high school. We even share the same birthday, so I
know Marsha. However, as an adult, I fully recognize the
magnitude of her talent and feel privileged to have witnessed
her growth as an artist who exquisitely captures the Black
experience in paintings. Because my area is African American
literature, I read her art like a story or poem. The experiences
of African Americans bleed all through her work, and I feel the
emotion and power she puts on canvas. This is her gift.
But when a person meets Marsha, he or she will
immediately sense that she is unique. A free spirit and a pure
artist, she is like a sober, drug-free 70’s hippie with dreadlocks
and smooth butter-brown skin, who is always high on creativity
and inspiration. Often wearing jeans, she has a radiance and
a naturalness about her that emanates from loving being an
artist. Her quick wit, sense of humor and laughter make her
likable. So much about her is artistic. Her love of music is
another example. She loves Whitney Houston and old-school
singers like Frankie Beverly and Maze, Freddie Jackson, Angie
Stone and Luther Vandross. Gospel music also feeds her
spirit, and she enjoys performers like Yolanda Adams and Kirk
Franklin, and she even listens to classical music. Reading and
going to movies are things that also keep her stimulated and

Kesha with the G & M Earring
Kesha

aware of what’s going on in the world.
Alice Walker in the essay “In Search of Our Mother’s
Gardens” asserts that Black women, even slave women,
despite not owning their bodies and going through many
burdensome battles, could not stop their need to express
themselves artistically; what was inside of them was creatively
clawing to get out, and Walker maintains that they expressed
this in the most extraordinarily ordinary ways—for example,
growing gardens, making decorative quilts or cooking a good
meal. Marsha also expresses her art in the devotion she
shows to her family and the many ways she loves them.
For many years, she has been married to her college
boyfriend, Eddie Hatcher, who is from Albany and also
attended ASU, and they have two adult sons and five
grandchildren. Marsha’s husband’s nickname is “Red,” and
he is also a child of the 70s, recently cutting his locks for a
low haircut. These two are the coolest couple I know, and they
work together. He is supportive of her, and confident enough
never to stifle her talent or dim her light. Red is her partner, in
every way. With a career of his own, he anchors his family with
strength, hard work and love. He too is very “laid back,” has a
sense of humor and likes “old school” music and gospel. Their
marriage, partnership and togetherness have continued to
allow Marsha to “be Marsha” and Red to “be Red.”
Traveling abroad to immerse herself in other cultures has
also impacted Marsha. Like a curious child, she tours different
countries like she’s mining for gold; then, with her camera and
memory, she files away inspiration after inspiration for her
artwork. From doing mission work in Malawi and Nigeria to
traveling in Senegal, South Africa, she has compassion for
others and an appreciation of all cultures. Artistically cerebral,
she experiences life fully every day she awakens.
It was only natural that when Marsha attended college, she
would major in art. Getting a formal education at an HBCU was

Stanza 2
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like fertilizer to her raw talent, shaping it, informing her so much of herself—the way she sees the world, the way she
choices for her artistic style and subject matter. She has interprets people, their experiences and emotions. This
steadily grown as an artist, painting and painting and painting bravery comes from the bigness of her talent and the
and painting…telling different stories, expressing gradations inspiration she gets from some “thing” every single day of her
of joy and pain and exposing her truth, the way she sees the life.
world. Marsha should be an inspiration to ASU students
It is obvious that Marsha is driven to tell the stories of her
because she is from a small town in rural southwest Georgia people in her paintings, but really, these are universal slices
who graduated from ASU, successfully works in her field and of life. Mr. Jody Martin, retired English Instructor at North
has gained worldwide recognition. She says, “Every painting Carolina A&T said, “Although she deals with many themes
is a challenge for me to do even better than the last painting.” from the perspective of being both Black and a woman, her
This demonstrates her work ethic and determination to artwork has themes within it which are inclusive and
practice her art, share it with the world and continue to evolve. engendering of the spectrum of emotions of humanity in
Recently, for example, she has begun to create sculptures general (the love of a mother for her child, or a group in some
and display them in galleries. They are African inspired, and form of communal thought, for example).” Many years ago, I
their forms fit into circles. Prior to now, her body of work asked Marsha why she didn’t paint pictures of flowers and
primarily consists of all kinds of
trees or landscape. Her
paintings, but now she has
response was, “Why? I paint
added sculptures. Her mind is
what I like, what moves me.”
always working, and her hands
Today I think, would I ask Amiri
stay busy, and she continues to
Baraka, Nikki Giovani, August
evolve as an artist. Marsha is
Wilson, Toni Morrison or Haki
also is an excellent example of a
Madhubuti why they didn’t write
talented, successful person who
about White suburban life, the
is not boastful or materialistic;
beauty of a misty lake or the
she shares her knowledge with
Greek or Roman empire?
others and is giving to others.
Consider what the scholar Erick
Fame has come to her because
Sundquist said about W.E.B.
of the quality of work she
DuBois:
“Without
the
produces, as well as the kind of
experience of an education at a
human being she is in the world.
southern black college, it is
The sheer number of
questionable whether DuBois
paintings Marsha has created
would have written The Souls of
throughout the years indicates
Black Folk. Without the years at
that painting is not a chore; it is
Fisk, that is to say, it is
a necessary outlet to express her
questionable whether DuBois
God-given gift. As long as I have
would have been DuBois.”
known her, she has drawn
Without ASU, it is questionable
Men Talking
pictures. Her work ethic is
whether Marsha would have
almost creatively unparalleled.
She did her first solo international exhibit in Spain many years
ago and regularly has exhibits all over, for example, in the
Cummer Museum of Art and Gardens and the Mary McLeod
Bethune Performing Arts Center Gallery. She has worked
steadily throughout the past 35 years in the art world and says
that she will never retire.
Marsha’s paintings are arresting and compelling; they are
visual stories—of individuals, historical events, and emotional
journeys from the African American experience. Marsha
doesn’t live in the past, but she lives with a sense of her past…
as if the memory of the sacrifices African Americans made
and the hardships they suffered through are never far away—
as if their victories and millions of ways of finding joy are hers
to showcase to the world. It is amazing that she dares to reveal

become Marsha Hatcher, an
artistic interpreter of the Black experience.
Marsha’s body of work is an educational experience for
people of all races, including African Americans. She’s worked
with so many different people all over the world. Recently, she
was asked to create three paintings based on the song Lift
Every Voice and Sing for an exhibit at the Cummer Museum.
This request set her on fire, and the set of three paintings she
created was purchased by a well-known art collector who now
shares this collection around the world.
There are a few photos in this article of Marsha’s artwork,
but you must see them for yourself. This ASU alumnus is doing
visually stunning and compelling work. You will find a
reflection of yourself, your family, an emotion or your dreams
in her art and sculpture.

http://hatcherart.blogspot.com/?m=1
http://www.cummermuseum.org/visit/art/exhibition/marsha-hatcher
http://blackartinamerica.com/photo/photo/list ForContributor?screenName=08bxef2r9q2yg
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Creative Writing Students
Write Haiku Poetry
Haiku poetry is a major form of Japanese verse, written in 17 syllables divided into 3 lines of 5, 7, and 5 syllables, employing
highly evocative allusions and comparisons, often on the subject of nature or one of the seasons. Creative Writing students
wrote Haiku poetry about nature, education, love, social issues and injustice. On a beautiful not-too-cool fall day, they left the
classroom, walked out to a covered pavilion on the other side of the track field, sat at the large picnic tables and found
themselves surrounded with the beauty and sounds of nature. Here are their poetic snapshots of imagery and ideas in the
form of Haiku from this class excursion:

by Lillian Bolden
Dark clouds coat the sky
Blistering winds wreak havoc
Mother is speaking.

Just his sheer being
Sets a sweet burning inside
Spreading intensely.

by Algeria Gammage
There’s no gentle naps
Comforting rising knowledge
Insomnia creeps.

Birds singing gospel
What a lovely melody
Unhurriedly sing.

Hands stand in mid-air.
Prayers sent to higher power.
Knees kiss white pavement.

by Vincent McPherson
Frozen tears fall soft
Covering the Earth in bliss
With winter’s sweet kiss.

We know guns a lot
Better than we know ourselves
Something has to change.

by Tekyra Waller
Winter by morning
Tan lines and sweat stains by noon
But that’s Albany.

Covered in kisses
Underneath bruises and knots
Dirt covers me now.

by Takosha Williams
Mountains mounted high
One towering over me
But I still see you.

The green leaves falling
Slowly landing on the ground
Like precious china.

MAY 2017
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An Unforgettable Educational Experience
Kailyn Fuller’s Account of Her Trip to the Dominican Republic

Interview by
Dr. Adriana Primo-McKinley

“I enjoy taking my students to another country, helping them make connections with the people and their culture and watching
their smiles as they learn the language. I know that their world view will forever be changed…”
—Dr. Primo-McKinley, Kailyn Fuller’s Professor and Study Abroad Guide
What were your expectations before you left the USA to go on
the Dominican Republican study abroad trip?
Some of my expectations for my study abroad trip to the
Dominican Republic were to learn about the culture and ways
of the people. I was told some stories before I left by my parents
and some of my friends that are from the Dominican Republic.
They all assured me that I would truly enjoy myself. I was also
told that it was a beautiful place to visit, especially in July. I
expected to also strengthen my Spanish conversation and
become more confident in speaking the language.
Were your expectations met?
The experience was beyond any expectations that I had. I
learned something new every day, and it was exciting. Since I
was put in an environment where I had to adapt because
English is not the main language in the country, I had to remain
out of my comfort zone and step into a totally different culture.
This was challenging, but rewarding. I am grateful for the trip
pulling that out of me as a student and a person. The trips that
we took to beaches and the resort in Punta Cana were
experiences I did not expect to have, and they were actually
exhilarating.
What was your typical daily routine?
On a normal day, we would wake up around 7:00 a.m. and get
ready for the day because our first class was at 8:30 a.m. every
day, except on the weekends. After my roommate Trinity and I
were dressed, we would be called to breakfast by our host mom.
After that, we would walk to Kiara’s and Ebonee’s host mom’s
house, meet up with them, then walk to school, which was
about 15 minutes away from our houses. We always took the
same route, but then we discovered a short cut for those days
we were running late. Our first class would be Grammar then
Spanish conversation. Next, we would have an intermission
break, then have our history lesson. The school day would end
around 2 p.m. Then we would have an extracurricular activity,
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or we would go walking around in Mercado Modelo.
Do you think your Spanish language skills improved after this
experience?
I do believe that my Spanish language skills improved during
this trip. We were not allowed to speak English while in school,
so it forced me to use my listening skills as well as understand
someone with another accent. I believe if I was there for more
than a month, I could have been close to being fluent because
of the supportive and encouraging environment. Also, my
grammar truly improved as well because of repetitive writing,
speaking, and trying to understand others.
What are the similarities and differences between the USA and
Dominican Republic?
I believe there are more differences than similarities between
the two countries. For one, the man in the Dominican Republic’s
culture is dominant and the bread winner while in the USA, both
genders are frequently able to hold high positions. Also,
Dominicans are very religious people and are mainly Christians,
but in the USA we celebrate all religions, and there is no one
main religion. Family and togetherness are also very important
ideas there because unlike the United States, many of the
children in the Dominican Republic do not move out until
promised for marriage.
Would you recommend study abroad to the other students?
I would recommend study abroad to other students because it
is something that students can truly appreciate and be grateful
for, if they are really trying to integrate into a culture or language.
The learning immersion did accelerate my Spanish ability
because it was all that surrounded me. The culture pulled me
in and engulfed me. As of now, I can converse in Spanish and
also understand it. I am not quite fluent yet, but I am getting
closer each day. Going on a study abroad trip is something that
I would do again if I had a chance to.

stride by stride
for Joshua and Thomas, Fall Semester 2011
“This poem reminds us of the special bond between teachers and students that can arise through the study of literature.”
by Dr. Anjail Ahmad

when the two young, black men
come to my office
for tutorial
on their independent study,
dusky-eyed, i cannot see them.
their voices, shapely in dialect,
assume a friendly posture
of curiosity. drawn-in by the warm humor
of their tea-green swagger,
the pulse of their slightly cool demeanor,
i recall my own youthful search
for imprinted validation
through words sown by dark-skinned
stout-hearted souls.
they too are poets.
black men given to word fancies,
rhyme, balanced on their tongues.
they too are blind.
not fully seeing their own lineage
in the words before us.
together we read the old texts
of black and unknown bards
rustling the thin anthology pages
inked in verse once biblical and stacked like prayer.
a down payment
on what they had yet to learn
also burned inside them.
half a man?
no less than any other
is what they hoped for.
god’s own flaming soul
must have burned inside them too.
it has taken weeks,
to hear the half catch
their words fall into when they speak.
they come with breastplates of knowing
to protect themselves

from life’s uncertainties
for the self not yet sure,
not yet fully free—the knife’s bitter edge
eases round the pain of bondage.
these hundred years gone,
these two young men
and i rediscover
the balm we need
to dress our wounds
ancient and passed down
through inky-blooded veins.
this apprenticeship
of words shaken for meaning,
for lives neither dead nor stillborn.
some old silver-webbed self
shimmers into light,
into clarity,
even through the frosted pages.
the old men’s history,
what they stood for;
what they must have seen in themselves
when no one else could.
olauda, hammon, horton,
douglass, walker-- burned those pages
with their soul light
dared to torch the false notion
of a worthless self
that the men who follow may know
with a certitude
stronger than blood
that this life,
this black-skinned life of souls
who know who they are,
who know their own worth
can live a life whose value
far exceeds that of gold.

Dr. Anjail R. Ahmad is a poet, a tenured Associate Professor and the Creative Writing Director at
North Carolina A&T State University, Greensboro, NC.
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Second Language Learning
An Indispensable Option for College Students
By Dr. Adriana Primo-McKinley

Dr. Primo-McKinley teaching.

With the topic of immigration so
prevalent in countries all over the world
and more than any other time in history,
society needs individuals that can speak
more than one language. It is hard to
believe that while the world economy is
more globalized every day, the
importance of learning a foreign
language has diminished in all levels of
education, from middle school, high
school to the university level. Research
indicates that between 2009 and 2010,
only half of the United States’ higher
educational institutions required foreign
language studies to obtain a
baccalaureate.1 Particularly, in business
or government, it is essential that
people speak a second language to
occupy positions in which foreign
language is fundamental, such as
offshore manufacturing and foreign
diplomacy. The U.S. former Secretary of
Education Arne Duncan lamented the
fact that only 18% of Americans speak
a language other than English. He said,
"To prosper economically and to improve
relations
with
other
countries,
Americans need to read, speak and
understand other languages.”2 Bilingual
people in a more globalized economy
are uniquely prepared to occupy
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positions in areas like foreign policy, the
military, diplomacy, science, business,
as well as the arts and humanities.
The economic gains of knowing
another language are undeniable; the
demand for careers in foreign language
is high because of our increasingly more
diverse society. As college professors,
we must fight to maintain courses in
foreign language so that our students
will be able to attain some of the most
lucrative and influential careers in the
country. Our students will also be more
knowledgeable about other cultures. A
successful student from the University
of North Carolina, Kasandra Ortiz,
decided to major in communication and
Spanish because she believed that
knowing a foreign language would be
very helpful in her career. She said, “My
Spanish major has allowed me to take
the lead at work when we deal with
Spanish guests and businessmen…
Also, now that I am beginning my oncamera career, it opens up an
opportunity for me to work at a Spanish
news station if I so pleased.”3
Learning a second language can be
challenging, but exciting. Several
variables influence this process, such as
students’ motivation, aptitude, and age.

At the university level, where the
majority of the students are adults, they
need to be aware that they must be
academically committed to learning
another language. “No degree of
teaching and practice in the classroom
will lead to ‘perfect’ knowledge of the
language.”4 As a result of these
variables and the effort required,
students should study diligently, be in
contact with the target language every
day, linguistically interact with other
students and the professor, and in a
sense, immerse themselves in a
different culture in order to learn a
foreign language. As the Second
Language acquisitions professor, Robert
DeKeyser maintains that “the only way
to learn a language is to make quite a bit
of effort on a daily basis.”5 Students
should also go beyond what is taught in
classroom and read articles, watch
television programs, and listen to music
in the target language. Additionally,
students must learn the grammatical
structure of the target language. To this
end, Professor DeKeyser states that
“adults must be conscientious of the
rules of the language.”6 It is also very
helpful for students to know the
grammar and mechanics of their native

language because parallels can be
drawn from it and this can make it
easier for them to understand and learn
a new language.
Another helpful way students can
learn a second language may be to
participate in a study abroad program.
The benefits of this experience vary
greatly depending on the students’
goals and desire to learn a language and
the time spent in a foreign country. The
benefit of learning a language,
independently of the environment, is
proportional to the student’s “effort on
a daily basis.” Despite the controversial
finds by the researchers about the
benefits of studying abroad on language

learning, many of them recognize that
study abroad participants achieve better
intercultural proficiency and are more
prompted to continue studying foreign
language beyond the elementary
requirement (Cubillos 496).7
Finally, perhaps the controversy
surrounding immigration and diversity
today will be a catalyst for college
students to major or minor in a foreign
language. Very recently, on March 17th,
2017, there was a widely televised
meeting between President Trump and
the German Chancellor Angela Merkel.
Both spoke to the nation; each one wore
a headphone because each needed a
translator in order to communicate with

1<http://www.forbes.com/sites/collegeprose/2012/08/27/americas-foreign-language-deficit/#66a1c700382f>.
2< http://www.onlinedegreeprograms.com/blog/2013/the-bilingual-graduate-the-benefits-of-double-majoring-with-a-foreign-language-degree/>.
3<http://www.onlinedegreeprograms.com/blog/2013/the-bilingual-graduate-the-benefits-of-double-majoring-with-a-foreign-language-degree/>.
4DeKeyser, Robert. “Practice for Second Language Learning: Don’t Throw out the Baby

each other and the people all over the
world. Knowing a second language can
make students more competitive in a
globalized world and workplace. One
must remember, however, that learning
a second language is not a passive
process; the learner needs to be
academically committed to gaining the
necessary skills. The Spanish minor at
Albany State University continues to
impact our students as well as increase
their desire and ability to get a minor or
concentration in a foreign language. This
is preparation for the increasingly
diverse and globalized world of the 21st
century.

with the Bathwater”. IJES, 10 (1), 2010, pp.155-165.
<http://www.forbes.com/2010/07/27/learn-second-language-lifestyle-travelstudy.html>.
6<http://www.forbes.com/2010/07/27/learn-second-language-lifestyle-travelstudy.html>.
7Cubillos, J and Thomas Ilvento. The Impact of Study Abroad on Student’s Self-Efficacy
Perceptions. Foreign Language Annals. Vol. 45, Iss. 4, pp. 494–511.
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The Literary Journal, The Pierian,
Editor-in-Chief, Dr. Jeffery Mack
The Pierian– “Those who drink from the spring shall
inherit the wisdom of the arts.”
By Vincent McPherson, English Major
The Pierian is a nationally recognized
creative writing journal that has become an
outlet for many creative writers at Albany State
University (ASU). Formed by Emerita Professor
Dr. Velma F. Grant in 1967, the literary journal
began as a way to recognize the works of
English majors with the hopes of inspiring
others and to promote creative expression. As
the popularity of the journal grew, so did the
number of submissions from students from all
departments as well as submissions from
authors outside of the city of Albany. Dr. Jeffery
Mack, Associate Professor of English, now is
the editor of the journal and works to select
the best pieces to showcase the talent of
authors and to provide readers a creative
frame to view the understood realities that are
contained within the creative works in the
pages of The Pierian.
“The journal is a force that seeks to
empower the hidden talent of artists of all
calibers,” said Dr. Mack. As he and the faculty

members that assist him prepare the latest
issue to commemorate the 50th year of
circulation, there are many issues that can be
attributed to the recent national success of
The Pierian. With the popularity of ASU’s
Poetry Festival, the use of themes such as
“Women of Empowerment” governing
submissions for future issues and the
continual use of art pieces from students and
faculty members of the University’s Art
Department on the journal’s cover, Dr. Mack is
hoping to increase the number of quality
submissions from students to maintain the
journal’s true focus of being a “magical spring”
of artistic inspiration. It is also an excellent
opportunity for students, faculty and others to
have their works published in such a reputable
journal. The Pierian is 50 years strong! If any
faculty member or student would like to
submit his or her creative works to The Pierian,
please contact Dr. Jeffery Mack at
Jeffery.mack@asurams.edu.
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A Student’s Admiration for
Dr. Stephanie Hankerson
and Her Teaching Style
By Takosha Williams, English Major

Dr. Stephanie Hankerson

I am a student in Dr. Hankerson’s African American
Literature II class. Dr. Stephanie Hankerson chose to become
an English major because that is where she found herself to
be most happy. She prefers to teach college students
because she wanted that intellectual rigor in the classroom
and loves the college atmosphere. What she likes most
about teaching is talking about the things that she loves in
literature. Dr. Hankerson has a dialectical style of teaching.
She uses the Question and Answer Approach and connects
with students by incorporating popular culture and making
her material relevant to today’s issues and students’
experiences. This helps eliminate boredom in the classroom.
She also likes having conversations with students and

discussing their viewpoints. However, she says that the
downside about teaching is when students do not do their
work. She dislikes knowing they are all capable but not
applying themselves. The lack of students showing signs of
curiosity is also bothersome. I like Dr. Hankerson’s class
because she uses concepts and ideas that students already
know so we can apply them to the content we read. Teaching
on the college level has allowed her more flexibility to be with
her family. Dr. Hankerson is married to Professor Mark
Hankerson, who is the Director of the Writing Center, and
they have two children.
She obviously has many
responsibilities, but tends to both her students and family
with care and grace.

My English Teacher, Dr. Pat Bonner
By Taylor Justice, Middle Grades Education Major

Taylor Justice
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Dr. Patricia Bonner is one of the most exceptional educators at ASU. What
separates Dr. Bonner from so many other professors? For one, her passion for
student learning is unmatched by many. As you walk down the halls, a person can
hear her shouting Henry Highland Garnett’s slogan, “Resistance!” or getting
emotional about what our ancestors sacrificed for us to have this chance to get a
college education, while grasping the attention of each of her students as they crave
to learn more. She constantly reminds us that we have to work hard. Whether this
means educating us about our Black history or teaching us the rules of standard
grammar or encouraging us to “use our voice” when we discuss literature, Dr.
Bonner makes us feel that we are important to her. I know that she always expects
me to do my best, and in the words of Dr. Maya Angelou, “I rise.” As a future
educator, Dr. Bonner is my inspiration.

Sacred Fire—the Quarterly Book
Review (QBR)
Essential Black Books
A Top-100 List
The record of a culture as seen by its greatest writers and thinkers by Max Rodriguez,
Angeli R. Rasbury, and Carol Taylor (1999)

“A person who won’t read has no advanatage over one who
can’t read.” (Mark Twain)
Chattel slaves risked their very lives to learn how to read
and write. Many suffered severe punishment for this; some
had their fingers cut off and their eyes plucked out, just for
taking hold of the opportunity to become literate. They knew
that to remain illiterate was to remain enslaved. Writers of
slave narratives will tell you that slaves endured unspeakable
hardships for many weary years—so that their children would
one day have a better life in America. The tradition of reading
African American literature and texts at HBCUS has given
students glimpses into their cultural history, the struggles and
sacrifices others made, as well as the hard-fought victories.
The scholar, poet and publisher, Haki R. Madhubuti said, “One
of the tragedies of Black life in America is that too many Black
people never acquire insight into their own existence. They just
do not know who they are. And, this confusion about identity
and source is at the core of our ignorance. The Afrikans have
a saying: ‘If you don’t know who you are, any history will do.’”
If students at HBCUs do not know their history, they easily
succumb to becoming imitators, “wannabees” who reflect
what they see on television and social media. One cannot be
whole if he or she stands only in the present, naked, without
being rooted in cultural awareness. Today’s generation of
African Americans, especially, must arm themselves with
knowledge of their history and culture through reading African
American texts, and this has been an integral part of the
curricula of multiple departments on HBCU campuses from
the earliest days to the present. One of the most famous and
widely used lists of essential Black books appears below.
Ironically, the same reasons the authors of this list were
compelled to create it still exist today—as Max Rodriguez said,
[to provide] a “record of a culture as seen by its greatest
writers and thinkers.” Keep this list, read the books, and pass
it down from generation to generation.
Editorial Comment

Five years ago, a magazine called QBR: The Quarterly
Black Book Review was launched, as its editor Max
Rodriguez writes, “to provide a forum for the critical review
and celebration of books that captured our voices, our
stories, and our lives.”From that beginning it seemed
inevitable that Rodriguez and his staff would want to identify
the books they thought the most compelling, the most
necessary to the lives of African-Americans.“We asked
scholars and historians,” he recalls, “bookstore owners and
book buyers, reading clubs and attendees at QBR’s literary
series… We drew from this survey a range of books that
identified the issues and philosophies that we, as a people,
felt were most critical, written by the artists who had most
eloquently and powerfully presented these issues to the
world.” The result is the newly published Sacred Fire, which
lists and briefly describes each of the hundred books QBR
selected to represent, Rodriguez says, “visions and
aspirations, or a turning in thought, attitude, or perspective
within our evolution as citizens in the New World.” [There is]
a rich and surprising assortment chosen, Rodriguez explains,
“because they mark the passage of our time on this earth,
because they contain our parents’ wisdom and their own,
because they validate our sense of I am, and because they
leave an indelible record of our contribution to the cultures
of the world—we deem them essential, to us and to those
who follow.”
Max Rodriguez, American Legacy, 1999
A Chronological List
1. The Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano by
Olaudah Equiano
2. David Walker’s Appeal by David Walker
3. Narrative of the Life and Times of Frederick Douglass, an
American Slave, Written by Himself by Frederick Douglass
4. Clotel; or, The President’s Daughter by William Wells Brown
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5. Our Nig; or, Sketches from the Life of a Free Black, in a TwoStory House, North by Harriet E. Wilson
6. Lyrics of Lowly Life by Paul Laurence Dunbar
7. The Conjure Woman by Charles W. Chesnutt
8. Up From Slavery by Booker T. Washington
9. The Souls of Black Folk by W.E.B. DuBois
10. The Philosophies and Opinions of Marcus Garvey, or Africa for
the Africans by Marcus Garvey
11. Cane by Jean Toomer
12. The New Negro by Alain Locke
13. The Blacker the Berry by Wallace Thurman
14. The Mis-Education of the Negro by Carter G. Woodson
15. The Ways of White Folks by Langston Hughes
16. Black Reconstruction in America by W.E.B. DuBois
17. Their Eyes Were Watching God by Zora Neale Hurston
18. Native Son by Richard Wright
19. Black Boy by Richard Wright
20. Black Metropolis: A study of Negro Life in a Northern City by
St. Clair Drake and Horace R. Cayton
21. If He Hollers Let Him Go by Chester B. Himes
22. The Street by Ann Petry
23. From Slavery to Freedom: A History of African Americans by
John Hope Franklin
24. Jesus and the Disinherited by Howard Thurman
25. Annie Allen by Gwendolyn Brooks
26. Invisible Man by Ralph Ellison
27. Go Tell It on the Mountain by James Baldwin
28. Maud Martha by Gwendolyn Brooks
29. Stolen Legacy by George G. M. James
30. Black Bourgeoisie by E. Franklin Frazier
31. Things Fall Apart by Chinua Achebe
32. A Raisin in the Sun by Lorraine Hansberry
33. Blues People: Negro Music in White America by LeRoi Jones
34. The Fire Next Time by James Baldwin
35. The Black Jacobins by C.L.R. James
36. The Wretched of the Earth by Frantz Fanon
37. Africa Must Unite by Kwame Nkrumah
38. Letter from Birmingham Jail by Martin Luther King, Jr.
39. Before the Mayflower by Lerone Bennet, Jr.
40. The River Between by Ngugiwa Thiong’o
41. The Autobiography of Malcolm X, as Told to Alex Haley
42. Manchild in the Promise Land by Claude Brown
43. Jubilee by Margaret Walker
44. Black Skin, White Masks by Franz Fanon
45. The Crisis of the Negro Intellectual by Harold Cruise
46. Black Power by Stokely Carmichael and Charles V. Hamilton
47. The Man Who Cried I Am by John Alfred Williams
48. Two Thousand Seasons by Ayi Kwei Armah
49. Soul on Ice by Eldridge Cleaver
50. The Spook Who Sat by the Door by Sam Greenlee
51. We a BaddDDD People by Sonia Sanchez
52. Soledad Brother: The Prison Letters of George Jackson by
George Jackson
53. Seize the Time: The Story of the Black Panther Party and
Huey P. Newton by Bobby Seale
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54. A Black Theology of Liberation by James H. Cone
55. I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings by Maya Angelou
56. God’s Bits of Wood by Sembene Ousmane
57. The Destruction of Black Civilization by Chancellor Williams
58. The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman by Earnest J. Gaines
59. Mumbo Jumbo by Ishmael Reed
60. The Hero and the Blues by Albert Murray
61. Faith and the Good Thing by Charles Johnson
62. for colored girls who have considered suicide/ when the
rainbow is enuf by Ntozake Shange
63. They Came Before Columbus by Ivan Van Sertima
64. Roots: The Saga of an African American Family by Alex Haley
65. Song of Solomon by Toni Morrision
66. Elbow Room by James Alan McPherson
67. Sally Hemings by Barbara Chase-Riboud
68. Black Macho and the Myth of the Superwoman by Michele
Wallace
69. The Chaneysville Incident by David Bradley
70. Damballah by John Edgar Wideman
71. The Color Purple by Alice Walker
72. The Women of Brewster Place by Gloria Naylor
73. Praisesong for the Window by Paule Marshall
74. Sister Outsider: Essays and Speeches by Audre Lorde
75. Brothers and Keepers by John Edgar Wideman
76. Fences by August Wilson
77. The Life of Langston Hughes by Arnold Rampersad
78. Kindred by Octavia Butler
80. Miles: The Autobiography by Miles Davis and Quincy Troupe
82. The Famished Road by Ben Okri
83. Tapping the Power Within by Iyanla Vanzant
84. Waiting to Exhale by Terry McMillan
85. Your Blues Ain’t Like Mine by Bebe Moore Campbell
86. The Daughters of Africa by Margaret Busby
87. A Lesson Before Dying by Ernest J. Gaines
88. Race Matters by Cornell West
89. A Hard Road to Glory: A History of the African American
Athlete by Arthur Ashe
90. Kehinde by Buchi Emecheta
91. W.E.B. DuBois: Biography of a Race by David Levering Lewis
92. Black Betty by Walter Mosley
93. Conversations with God: Two Centuries of Prayers by African
Americans by James Melvin Washington
94. Krik? Krak! by Edwidge Danticat
95. Guide My Feet: Prayers and Meditations on Loving and
Working for Children by Marian Wright Edelman
96. My Soul Is a Witness: African-American Women’s Spirituality
edited by Gloria Wade-Gayles
97. The Substance of Things Hoped For: A Memoir of African
American Faith by Samuel DeWitt Proctor
98. Brotherman: The Odyssey of Black Men in America–An
Anthology edited by Herb Boyd and Robert L. Allen
99. Sojourner Truth: A Life, A Symbol by Nell Irvin Painter
100. Spirits of the Passage: The Transatlantic Slave Trade in the
Seventeenth Century by Madeline Burnside and Rosemarie
Robotham

Petite Giant: Mother, Student, English Major, Artist,
and Graphic Designer—Ms. Sandy Peacock
By Dr. Pat Bonner

Sandy Peacock at her desk in the Graphic Design and
Publications Center at ASU.
I first met Ms. Peacock on the telephone. I called to ask if
she would help me and Adriana with publishing our first news
magazine in the English and Modern Languages
Department. She immediately rattled off five or six urgent
University projects that she had tight deadlines to meet and
reminded me that she was “super-busy,” but
that she would find the time, make the time
to help the English and Modern Languages
Department and fulfill one of Dr. Hill’s
visions for the Department, to create this
magazine. She explained that she was an
English major who is currently a student in
Dr. Hill’s class, and she strongly admired him
as a man and professor. As she continued to
talk, I was preoccupied with confirming a
time to meet with this very busy lady, so we
quickly made an appointment to meet.
However, the more I thought about our
conversation, I realized that Ms. Peacock
could be an inspiration to our English majors
and minors and “walking and breathing”
proof that they can do much more with their
degrees than teach. I called her back and
asked if I could interview her and include
some of her experiences in our magazine.
She was surprised and hesitant, but I
explained to her that the skills she uses in graphic design,
critical thinking, editing, proofreading, for example, are the
same ones we teach our students, and we want them to see
the many possibilities they have in choosing careers. What
better place to see this than to talk to an English major who

is an employee at this University. She finally consented, and
I went to visit her.
When I arrived, I heard the strong, somewhat gruffy but
very friendly voice of Ms. Peacock before I saw her. A
physically fit, very petite and short woman with curly blond
hair braided down and held back with a band loudly told me
to “come on back.” I entered “Sandy’s kingdom.” She was
open, frank, funny and very generous with her time as she
talked with me. I wanted to know more about her path to
where she is now—a graduating senior in the English B.A.
program and graphic designer in the Graphics and
Publication Center here at ASU.
Sandy Peacock will tell you first that she is and has always
been an artist with an artistic temperament. Born in Miami,
Florida, her father left and moved to Albany. From her
childhood until today, she draws and paints pictures. It is a
natural gift that she uses to escape daily stressors, become
inspired and create. Her paintings reflect the diversity of her
artistic imagination. She also enjoys dancing and playing the
acoustic guitar. Everything emanates from her being a
natural born artist. She also uses this creative gift to help
design and enhance various publications at ASU.
Sandy has worked at ASU since 2007 as a graphic
designer. She once had a successful career as a mechanical

Graphite and charcole drawings.
drafter working for an engineering firm, leaving after several
layoffs. She then traveled the world, living in Australia for 2
years. Her elderly parents brought her back to America. After
dealing with the illnesses of both of her parents, then their
passing, she was devastated and exhausted. But she fought
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Colored pencil doodles.
to reclaim her life, to become whole and emotionally healthy
again for herself and her daughter. She fought for their
happiness and her self-fulfillment; therefore, she was
resolved to go back to work.
Soon, she eased back into the workplace by joining a
temporary agency. She went to several temp jobs, even
working in the ASU bookstore for a time. Then, she was sent
to the old Word Processing Department which is now the
Graphics and Publications Center, where she remains today.
I asked her what her job entailed, and she quickly said, “I
do everything, and I do it because it’s my job, but especially
for the students. I have a special love for our students.
They’re amazing.” Therefore, her mission is to help faculty
and students put together publications that reflect well upon
the University because our publications reflect ASU’s
professionalism and competence.
As a graphic designer, Sandy particularly enjoys working
with fonts, angles and depth of field. She works with the
Registrar’s Office and the President’s Office and is a member
of numerous committees, for example, the Commencement
and Honors Committees. Some of the work that she is most
proud of having done is the programs for Commencement,
Founders Day, Honors Day, the Women’s Symposium and all
of the T. Marshall Jones Fine Arts and Lyceum Performance
Series. It is clear that she takes pride in the work that she
does and is dogged in her pursuit of publishing excellence.
Sandy says that her “partner-in-crime” is her colleague,
Mr. David Lawrence. He is the duplicating equipment
operator, and they work closely together. It is obvious that
they get along well because of the laughter and conversation
that easily flowed between them while I interviewed her and
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their willingness to help each other get the job
done. She also credits Ms. Danyelle Gary, the
Interim Director of University Communication,
for her continued support and assistance.
They all have a strong work ethic that helps
them produce first-rate publications for the
University, often under tight deadlines.
Another goal Sandy set for herself was to
attain a B.A. in English. Currently, she is
enrolled in Senior Seminar, a course taught by
Dr. Hill. When his name comes into the
conversation, she begins with an outpour of
admiration. “I wanted Dr. Hill, specifically, to
help me become a better writer,” she said. She
admires his competency as a professor and
his knowledge of literature and writing and
said, “I think he is a god among English
professors.” She talked about all of the work
she was required to do for her senior portfolio,
but she admitted, “This is what I signed up
for—to become more proficient in all areas of
English.” She likes the challenge, so she just digs in and gets
the work done. “I think that it’s important that I continue to
hone my English skills while working as a graphic designer,”
she added.
I then asked her how she used English skills on her
current job. She said, “I edit, proofread, and I write a lot. I
write to seek funding or gain the resources I need in my area.
I have to be able to communicate—to speak well and clearly.
I’m constantly thinking—using my critical thinking to figure
out what people want and need and make the best decisions
to get the best product. I’m a problem-solver.” Sandy uses
other skills that our English majors and minors use—
argument, knowledge of organization and structure, and
textual analysis, for example. Her English major continues to
strengthen her academically and professionally.
This petite giant of a woman is rooted in love for her
family, pride in hard work, and artistic expression. Sandy says
that with the merger, the workload has increased, but her
division is moving forward positively and productively. She
summarized her work in the following way: “So many people
depend on us in this department. At the end of the day, it’s
about the students. Students are doing all kinds of
showcases, programs and performances. This Department
has always been in sync with the pulse of the University, so
it’s all about the people on this campus, great people,
students, faculty, and administrators. It’s about the people
who make this campus alive, and we’re all working towards
a common goal—getting, retaining and graduating students
and making sure they are better than when they first came,
leaving with a prestigious degree.” One thing is undeniable:
ASU depends on Sandy!

The Relevancy of English Majors and Minors at HBCUs
By Kiana Roe, English Minor
I am so proud to attend ASU, mostly because it is an HBCU.
As a young African American woman, I am surrounded by so
many different parts of my culture. Each semester, I feel that I
am growing stronger as a person who is comfortable in my Black
skin, ready to make something of myself in this world.
English is one of the most important classes that any college
student will take. African American students who become English
majors and attend an HBCU are just as important. Most students
typically take the traditional college courses found in thousands
of predominantly White universities and colleges across the
country. At an HBCU, students have lots of opportunities to study
the history, literature and culture of African Americans. Because
I am African American, knowing about the history of my people
and the things they went through and the sacrifices they made
gives me a sense of pride and helps me be more confident that
I can achieve any goals I set for myself. My experience studying
African American history and literature has been amazing. I
studied great authors like Langston Hughes, Richard Wright, Zora
Neal Hurston, James Baldwin, Claude Mckay, and many more. I
know the history of slavery and the stories slaves told about their
experiences and many of the great achievements African
Americans have contributed to the world. When I graduate, I will
walk across the stage as a young African American who knows
about her people’s struggles and victories, as well as America’s,
ready to take my own place in history.
The poem I wrote shows my strong feelings about the
importance of HBCUs:
HBCU stands for
Helping Black Culture Unify.

I didn’t have a tongue to speak
Till I got home.
Took the shackles off my feet and
loosened the noose around my neck.
I was freed and knowledge was the key.
K-12 tasted like ignorance on the tip of my tongue
Drying my mouth out with that curriculum
I look to God and give my thanks.
Look like me
Walk like me
Talk like me
My professors did just that
Sometimes, even thought like me
Beautiful black college girls bruising the tips of their fingers
Not to pick cotton, but to flip pages that spill ink
My men and women put stories in my hands and
I run like a slave to freedom for deliverance.
Them books taste like seasoned chicken and my mama’s sweet
potato pie
This campus smells like my daddy’s backyard
I swear on the banks of the Nile River
I won’t hold my tongue anymore
My face hot with words like the Savannah
On my ancestors’ homemade graves
I have something to say
at my HBCU and beyond.

The 2016, 8th Annual Graduate
Seminar for English, Spanish
and Mass Communication
Majors and Minors
Stories about Graduate School—Insight on Success
Interview of Dr. Pat Bonner, Coordinator of the Graduate Seminar for
English and Spanish Majors and Minors by Dr. Adriana Primo-McKinley
Dr. Primo-McKinley (PMc): How did you begin working on the
Graduate Seminar for the Department?
Dr. Pat Bonner (PB): Dr. Hill asked me if I would organize

and conduct the Graduate Seminars. I had experience doing
this sort of thing at North Carolina A&T, so I knew that I was
capable of doing a good job. It’s exciting to put a program
together for the benefit of our students.
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PMc: What’s the purpose of this Seminar?
PB: It was organized by Dr. Marva Banks, Dr. Hill and other
faculty who had a desire to prepare our majors for graduate
school. Therefore, the Graduate Seminar is a program which
informs students about the process of applying to graduate
school, writing the personal statement, and what to expect
in terms of coursework, particularly reading,
comprehension, writing, research and critical analysis. Not
only is this event meant to encourage students to attend
graduate school, but it also describes the process and
discusses the expectations of graduate level work. For
example, last year’s theme was Stories about Graduate
School—Insight on Success.
PMc: I know that you involve other faculty members in the
Seminar because you invited me to speak at last year’s
event. Why do you invite faculty members to participate?
PB: Our faculty members have been where the students are
going. I ask them to talk about their experiences in graduate
school. For example, Dr. Stephanie Hankerson has made
presentations on the Research Required in Graduate School
and Building Relationships with a Faculty Member, Mentor
or Advisor; Dr. Brian McAllister’s presentation was entitled
Research: Fact or Fiction and discussed the importance of
students choosing reliable sources; Dr. Jeffery Mack’s
presentation discussed analyzing texts on the graduate
level; and you, Adriana, discussed your personal journey to
success in graduate school as a foreign languages major.
Each year, Dr. Alfonso Moises also talks to our students
about the importance of going to graduate school and
exploring the areas of mass communication. The year
before, Mr. Mark Hankerson talked about Using the Writing
Center in Graduate School, and Professor Leticia AlviraWatson discussed Careers in Foreign Languages. Dr. Hill
also speaks to our students every year, always encouraging
them and always determined to prepare them for life after
graduation and inform them about the many facets of our
disciplines. Our faculty members have important stories to
tell and advice to give to our students.
PMc: Students also participate in the Seminar. They are on
program.
PB: Yes. Our majors and minors are talented. I can’t think
of a better stage for them to hone their skills. I am so
honored that they participate and volunteer to serve as MCs,
read poetry, recite spoken word, or express their views about
their potential for success. They make me proud when they
take the stage and use their voices and intellect. I want to
give a “shout out” to Donte Harper, whose work did not
appear in this magazine, but should have. In the Fall of
2016, he participated in the Graduate Seminar. He is
extremely talented and fearless when it comes to expressing
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himself and critically evaluating texts. A young man with
ideas and opinions, he uses his voice and has intellectual
depth. I want him to continue to focus on his coursework,
despite so many other challenges he faces. Other students
for whom I have the utmost respect and who appeared on
the Graduate Seminar’s program last Fall Semester are
Vincent McPherson, Takosha Williams, Tekyra Waller, Ron
Rosser, Algeria Gammage, Joe Mbaegbu-duru, and Christina
Barron. They are all extremely creative students and were
willing to assist me. They, too, are not afraid to use their
voices and express themselves publicly. I appreciate them
so much.
PMc: It is nice that a very good meal is served at this event.
It makes the students and the faculty, I think, feel
appreciated.
PB: Dr. Hill provides the funding. I never had to ask for it. I
assume that this is a way he shows appreciation of our
majors, minors and faculty. Last academic year, 32 people
attended the Seminar; this year, 52 students, faculty and
staff attended, and everyone enjoyed a full-course meal with
dessert.
PMc: Is there anything else you would like to add about the
Seminar?
PB: Yes. The Seminar is held every year in November. I have
to thank Dr. Hill, the administrative assistants, Mrs. Whiters
and Mrs. King, faculty and students for the continued
support they provide in helping me put on his event. But
even more, people like Ms. Tara Johnson, who is the
Manager of the Bookstore here at ASU, help to make this
event memorable for the students and faculty. For the past
two years, Ms. Johnson has generously donated really nice
bags and binders and cool things that students like so that
I can raffle prizes off to students and faculty. I’ve briefly met
her once, but she responded to my written request each year
with kindness, and I appreciate her generosity so much.
Similarly, my old Cengage representative at North Carolina
A&T, Mrs. Kimberly Sue, has generously donated Keys for
Writers handbooks, so our majors can have a quick resource
to help them with grammar, mechanics and research. ASU’s
Cengage representative, Mrs. Rachael Wisner, has been
equally kind and helpful. For both years, she has donated
costly handbooks and books on research to our majors. It is
my experience that if she can help faculty, she is eager to
do so. Regional and national universities also send printed
information to give to our students for which I am thankful.
I am so very grateful to these people who see value in our
students and support faculty’s efforts to teach and enrich
them. I hope that the Department’s majors and minors
continue to attend and participate in this Seminar. It is all
tailor-made for them to see their potential and realize the
high expectations we have of them.

Dealing with Cataclysmic Change—The Merger at ASU
and the Social and Political Upheaval Which Grips Our
Nation…One Faculty Member’s Perspective
By Dr. Pat Bonner

The merger between Darton College and Albany State
University has certainly dominated the local headlines and
set the campus ablaze with controversy and uncertainty. The
larger backdrop for our transition is the dramatic societal
turmoil that characterizes our nation today. Things such as
terrorism, devastating hurricanes, tornados, floods and fires
are the leading stories in today’s news, also political
controversies and in-fighting, conflicts surrounding
immigration, outrage over police brutality, the exposure of
growing racial divides, and the uncertainty of health care and
war. Things are changing at a fast pace every day on ASU’s
campus, in America and the world. All of this can be
overwhelming and stressful to the faculty and students of
ASU. How does one fashion an armor of strength to remain
standing tall in the midst of storm after storm after storm?
While everyone has his or her point of view about the new
Albany State University, it is worthwhile to remind the
University family and community that all people, especially
African Americans, have been swept up in cataclysmic
change before, willingly and unwillingly. One should try his or
her hardest not to give in to fear, cower or fall into despair
because he or she feels wounded or is afraid of being a
casualty of change. Fear or cowardice doesn’t change
anything.
No matter who you are, all of us have battle-scars left by
life, but they can make our skin tough and durable; scars can
eventually heal. Sometimes, healing requires compliance and
agitation, as Frederick Douglass calls it; sometimes, people
have to “say how they feel” to maintain their integrity and
sense of peace; and sometimes, there are people who just
adapt to change slowly. However, those who have very good

and practical ideas should take the initiative to share to help
the transition go smoother. There are many roads to
effectively coping with change, but feeling valued for the work
one does can help a person become re-energized and more
optimistic. Particularly, as faculty, we must remember our
own worth and value to the students, the University and its
noble traditions.
Change is here, and mixed with uncertainty is a tinge of
excitement in the air that working conditions will improve,
more resources will become available for faculty, staff and
students, and the enrollment will rise so that ASU grows even
stronger. There are many here who are enthusiastic about
ASU’s potential for growth and to diversify.
Despite the personal and professional challenges we all
face, and despite the struggle HBCUs have to remain HBCUs
in 2017, as a character in William Faulkner’s The Sound and
the Fury said, “[We] endured.” Whether it’s because of “our
foreparents” as Susan Taylor, former editor of Essence
magazine, believes or Alice Walker’s belief that “anything we
love can be saved,” we all must try to face change
courageously.
Lest we forget that we all can be resilient:
Susan Taylor, “Embracing Change” Essence (Feb. 2000)
"Our foreparents lived through sea changes, upheavals so
cataclysmic, so devastating we may never appreciate the
fortitude and resilience required to survive them. The next
time you feel resistant, think about them and about what they
faced---and about what they fashioned from a fraction of the
options we have. Even when change seems tragic, it works
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magic in our lives. Expect that it will. That's how life works.
There's a rhythm to life's movement. And we are the masters
of improvisation. Time has shown we can adapt. We can
dance."
Alice Walker, from “Anything We Love Can Be Saved: A
Writer’s Activism,” (1998)
“There is always a moment in any kind of struggle when
one feels in full bloom. Vivid. Alive. One might be blown to bits
in such a moment and still be at peace. Martin Luther King,
Jr., at the mountaintop. Gandhi dying with the name of God
on his lips. Sojourner Truth baring her breasts at a women’s
rights convention in 1851. Harriet Tubman exposing her gun
to some of the slaves she had freed, who fearing an unknown
freedom, looked longingly backward to their captivity, thereby
endangering freedom for all. To be such a person or to
witness anyone at this moment of transcendent presence is
to know that what is human is linked…to what is divine…
During my years of being close to people engaged in changing
the world I have seen fear turn to courage. Sorrow into joy.
Funerals into celebrations.
Because whatever the
consequences, people standing side by side, have expressed
who they really are, and that ultimately they believe in the
love of the world and each other to be that…”

Dr. Henry Louis Gates, Jr., “Ebony,” (2014)
“We’re living in the best and worst of times. The size of
the Black upper middle class has quadrupled, proving that
things are better today than they were in 1968 when Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. was killed. On the other hand, the
percentage of Black children at or beneath the poverty line
in 2014 is at the same level as it was back then. More than
ever before, those of us who have achieved some success
have an increased responsibility to help those who were left
behind. But we have to be honest about the problems that
persistently stand in the way. Racism has deep roots in the
United States. Police training must include the history of
racist stereotypes that still permeate the air and too often
manifest into unfortunate results and terrible tragedies. Too
many of our people are dispirited about the value of
education. Part of the solution is to understand the necessity
to reform our expectations for our young people, who must
understand that the “Blackest” things they can do are to
master their ABCs and multiplication tables and learn how
to use a computer. We must return to our roots and teach
our people that education is the common denominator. It
has kept us alive from the darkest times of slavery through
Jim Crow into the Civil Rights era, and it can do the same
today.”

Awesome Careers for English Majors
Compiled by Professor Adri-Anne Jones
English majors can do many different jobs. As this list of
the best English major jobs will show, there is a real sense of
freedom in earning an English degree. You can be so many
things, work in so many industries, and find a rewarding
career in an industry you may have never expected.
Search Engine Marketing
Search engine marketing requires a combination of
analytical ability and creativity, making English degrees often
desired. Search engine marketers help companies use
digital channels to market their products. This includes online
advertising, search engine optimization (SEO), and the use
of web analytics to study how visitors interact with websites.
How to break in? Start learning about the industry and then
get an entry-level job in a search engine marketing agency. A
great place to begin is to take the Google Certification
Courses. Google offers certifications in all major areas of
online marketing, and after you are ‘Google Certified,’
employers will take you more seriously. This is inexpensive
as well with each test only costing $50, and you can learn
online for free.
Direct Response Copywriting
Fundraising letters, offers from cable and cell-phone
companies, and other mail-based marketing are probably the
work of some humanities major turned direct response
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copywriter. This industry requires an understanding of human
psychology (why people buy), creativity, and the ability to use
words in a way that inspires trust and an emotional
connection between writer and reader.
Digital Copywriter
A digital copywriter writes banner ads, creative social
media campaigns, blog posts, whitepapers, e-books, online
strategies, landing pages, website copy, and viral promotion
ideas. Write a funny, charming, intelligent letter to an agency
and try to get an internship.
Business-to-Business (B2B) Content Marketing
With the rise of digital marketing, the need for content
online has exploded. B2B (business-to-business) sales
involves long, complicated sales processes. People don’t just
buy, for example, a $60,000 software suite for a corporation
in an afternoon. They research different solutions online,
check out reviews, and search for whitepapers. There is a big
demand for smart researchers and intelligent writers.
News Reporter
It’s a myth that you need to take broadcasting or
communications in college to get a job as a news reporter.
Many humanities majors work at news stations. This industry
values excellent writing abilities and a fast ability to analyze
and produce quality work. You also need to be able to spot

grammar slips and be able to write concisely. Research skills,
of course, are needed as well.
Technical Writer
Technical writing involves writing user manuals for
consumer products, instruction manuals, and other
technical, complex documents that products need. It is quite
high-paying, although can involve a lot of contract work.
Journalism
It’s also a myth that all journalists went to journalism
school. However, before getting a job you need to understand
the principles of journalism. Being a smart writer with
interesting ideas for articles helps. Be sure to get some
writing samples together.
Public Relations (PR)
What can English majors do in a PR firm? Junior staff will
be given tasks such as writing news releases, pitch letters,
crafting newsletters, finding content to send out on social
media accounts, and writing web copy or brochures. PR
strategies are generally aimed at helping companies get PR
coverage and using the media to shape the public’s
perception of a company. Governments also hire PR writers
to work in-house. Often called Press Secretaries, your job
would be to keep the public informed about the activity of
different governmental agencies, explain policy, and work on
political campaigns. However, you should be a strong writer
with a keen sense of detail (no typos! And front-page news
is no place to mix up the details about your client’s
company!) As one English major turned PR pro describes
writing a news release: “I need to do what I did for every
essay I wrote for an English class, [such as] figure out the
main point, extract the important information and compile it
into a coherent document,” she says. Remember that PR is
a very, very big field. Most colleges and universities,
government agencies, medical institutions, and professional
organizations have their own internal PR departments.
Corporate Blogger
Big companies like IBM, Microsoft, Yahoo! and Dell often
require corporate bloggers. In the past ten years, the need
for content has exploded with the internet, making the
demand for writers increase. These corporate blogs are used
as ‘branding’ tools, offering free and helpful content to their
customers. Even smaller corporations (for example,
Mint.com) have company blogs and require a vast amount
of content each day. Many English majors, of course, end up
writing these corporate blogs. A corporate blogger plans
content schedules, comes up with new ideas for articles and
whitepapers, runs social media accounts, monitors traffic
and feedback, and of course writes a lot of blog posts.
Nonacademic Research Jobs
Marketing Researcher
This industry is high-paying and involves detailed research
as well as the ability to spot larger trends and come up with
creative solutions to marketing problems.
Market
researchers run or develop studies to gauge how consumers
think and act.
Sales
Sales involves a continual analysis of psychology and it is

a vast, complex subject. Listen to the Advanced Selling
Podcast for more information. Sales requires excellent
communication skills, analysis, sensitivity, and empathy–all
skills that most bright English Majors have developed.
Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
Search engine optimization is the technical process of
helping search engines properly analyze and ‘rank’ web
pages. It is a relatively new industry. Humanities majors can
do very well in SEO because they have the ability to perform
excellent research and see larger patterns in data. SEO also
requires content production and humanities majors can put
their writing skills to work. SEO is also fast-changing and
there are no colleges that really offer a degree in it.
Lobbyist
This job requires you to be articulate, intelligent, and
cunning. If you are smart enough to become a lobbyist, you
are smart enough to find a way to break into this industry.
Investor Relations
In basic terms, large companies (such as Pepsi) have to
keep up the public’s interest in their stock. Investor relations
is basically a marketing job with a finance twist. You’d be
managing the corporate message and story you are telling
to the press and investors. This involves talking to analysts,
meeting with media and investors, and establishing policies
for disclosure. You would also create presentations, write
earnings releases and annual reports. Part of your job would
also be informing the board of directors with intelligence
about the company’s shareholder base. You would also
present reports on how analysts and investors perceive the
company’s strategy
Inside Sales
Large corporations often have complicated sales cycles.
This means that selling isn’t as easy as ‘pitching a new
client’ and involves complicated processes and structures.
There are sales people who travel and give presentations to
potential new clients. Then there are inside sales people.
These sales people prepare quotes, find supporting
documentation, and execute sales campaigns. Strong
communication skills, social intelligence, and knowledge of
‘job-specific’ office software (like Excel) is needed.
Stock Broker
Humanities majors become stockbrokers. As one PhD in
English who now works on Wall Street put it, “Making the
switch from analyzing literature to analyzing stock was easy.
They both involve analyzing fiction.”
eCommerce Analyst
Online marketing requires analysis. Over the past decade,
tracking technology has really evolved and most complex
marketing campaigns will test, track, and measure just about
every dollar they spend online. Humanities majors can find
work as eCommerce analysts. In this job, you will be tasked
with figuring out why certain campaigns are working, why
people aren’t buying from a client’s website, and how to help
online marketing budgets bring back more profit. This job
requires intimate knowledge of analytic and tracking
software. You will also need to understand the principles of
online conversion (which can be learned by reading the
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millions of blogs dedicated to the topic). This is a fast-paced
industry and many analysts come from various educational
backgrounds.
Marketing Jobs for English Majors
Social Media Manager
Governments, sports teams, brands, and companies need
people to run their social media programs, develop
strategies, and come up with ways of engaging customers,
citizens, and fans. Because humanities majors have strong
communication skills, many choose a career in these types
of jobs.
Brand Strategist
Brand strategists typically work in marketing agencies,
helping to guide big brands forward in their markets. MBA’s
are favored in this job; however, experience, talent, and
strategic brilliance rule the marketing industry.
Brand Manager
Large companies hire ‘brand managers,’ which are
essentially creative people with communication skills. The
job involves overseeing the promotion and development of
different brand products. This is a fun, creative role and
involves strategic thinking and marketing talent. You need to
have an understanding of marketing to be a brand manager.
However, many English Majors have found jobs working for
big brands.
Government Jobs for English Majors
Communications Officer
Governments
require
in-house
writers
and
communication specialists to do things like write press
releases, develop key messaging, and write speeches for
government officials.
Editing Jobs for English Majors
Editor
If helping to create a best-selling book appeals to you,
then editing might be a good choice. There is also a lot of
editing work in education. Luckily, in editing, university
degrees are required.
Freelance Editor
Start your own business or company by editing other
people’s works, such as research papers, articles, reviews,
stories, and books.
Publishing
Creativity, knowledge of grammar and mechanics and
attention to detail are highly desired skills in publishing and
English majors find work in this industry every year.
Communication Jobs
Non-Profit Communication Departments
Non-profits require communication specialists, and many
English majors build careers working for non-profits. And yes,
you will be paid. Positions vary by the size of the
organization. For example, large non-profits like the
American Cancer Society or World Wildlife Federation are
basically giant corporations with million-dollar operating
budgets. There are different roles and divisions within them.
Smaller non-profits require communication help with press
strategies, fundraising, donor retention, and enlisting the
help of volunteers.
36
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Grant and Proposal Writer
Grants and proposals are an essential part of winning new
business and keeping money flowing through the door for
most companies and non-profits. Humanities BAs, MAs, and
PhDs in English have strong research skills, an aptitude for
analysis, and the skills to dig through dense content, making
grant and proposal writing an excellent career choice.
Corporate Communications Manager/Director
As the manager or director of corporate communications,
your job would be to oversee teams that write newsletters,
email campaigns, reports, press releases, articles, web
content, and other communication pieces. In recent years,
having a basic understanding of how search engines work is
also often necessary as digital content is spread by search
engines and people. Most successful companies have some
sort of in-house marketing department. While typically TV
ads and large campaigns are sent to ad agencies, the inhouse marketing department also helps to plan and execute
the company’s marketing and communication strategy Tasks
include writing press releases, coming up with ideas to get
the company press coverage, writing brochures and
whitepapers, planning and executing ideas to generate leads
and sales, working on product launches, and other
marketing-related tasks.
Creative Jobs For English Majors
Creative Advertising
Humanities majors find jobs in advertising every year.
Creative advertising involves writing 30-second commercial
scripts, taglines, copy for print ads, coming up with ideas for
product launches, and other creative ways to market
products.
Event Planner
Event planners work on high-profile events such as
product launches or political campaigns. This job requires
communication, social intelligence, attention to detail, and
strong creative abilities.
Television, Radio, Hollywood Writer
If you are an English major, then you probably deep down
want to be a writer. Many English majors end up writing
Hollywood scripts, working in broadcast, or working at radio
stations.
How to break in? Be a good writer and have great writing
samples. As Stephen King says, “If you lift weights 15
minutes a day, you are going to get muscles. If you write 15
minutes a day, you are going to become a good writer.” So
write.
Teaching
With an English major you can teach at the secondary
level. The job market for high school teachers is excellent in
many states. If you enjoy working with young people and are
outgoing and energetic, this may be an excellent career for
you, with the potential of mobility to other parts of the United
States. You can also teach on the college level. You can also
teach English to foreign speakers.
Become a Writer
Sell Out Your Soul, A Career Guide for Lost Humanities Majors (2017)
www.insidejobs.com/blog/100-careers-for-english-majors-they-do...

Avoid

COMMON
MISTAKES
SPEAKING AND WRITING
Don’t accidently wreck your academic and professional
opportunities because of “bad” grammar and incorrect
pronunciation…Watch out for these common errors and
avoid them!

Avoid the impersonal use of “you,” “your” and “yourself.”
Do not use “you” or “your” or “yourself” in academic writing!
Avoid addressing the reader as “you.” Do not use the
pronoun “you” when you mean “people generally.”

Pronunciation and Grammar
“I have to go to the liberry.”
≡ I have to go to the library.

Avoid Unnecessary Wording
Do not use phrases like “In my opinion,” “I feel,” “I believe,”
“I think,” or “To me” in first or third person point-of-view. Just
present your opinion or ideas without using these phrases
in 3rd person. For example: I believe that ASU is a great
university. Correct: ASU is a great university.

“I seen you at the meeting last week.”
≡ I saw you at the meeting last week.
“This is mines.”
≡ This is mine.
“Robert had went to the store.”
≡ Robert had gone to the store.
“Mary went thoo the entire process.”
≡ Mary went through the entire process.
There is no such word as “irregardless.”
≡ Just say “regardless.”
“He is very ath-the-le-tic. She is a good ath-the-lete.”
≡ “ath-le-tic” and “ath-lete”
“The message is very sub-tle.”
≡ The message is very “suttle.”
Avoid saying “and also,” “and finally” and “the exact same.”
(They’re redundant.)
Revise
“The first draft of writing is your worst draft. Revision is the
journey writers take to excellence.”
Follow the Steps of the Writing Process
Everyone who writes well and effectively follows a process
when he or she writes. The stages of the writing process
follow: (1) Define purpose, (2) Prewrite, (3) Outline, (4)
Organize, (5) Draft, (6) Revise, and (7) Proofread and Edit,
Edit and Proofread.

Run from Clichés!
Avoid clichés, the lazy, unimaginative writer’s best friend.
These are tired, overused phrases that are often used in
informal speech. Be original and creative; don’t rely on the
same tired phrases used over and over. Some popular
clichés are: “On the same page,” “in over your head,” “truly
understand,” “take the good with the bad,” “when it comes
down to it” or “in this day and age.”
Avoid Slang and Informal Language
Also, avoid slang and informal language in academic writing.
Examples are “hang out,” “lit,” “turn up,” “hook up,” or “get
on my nerves.”
Realize the Absolute Necessity of Proofreading
Proofread or perish! It’s not always the smartest or most
intelligent student who gets the “A”; it is the student who
proofreads most often and carefully. Careless, unnecessary
errors in a final draft indicate that the individual does not
care about the quality of his or her work. Professors are not
proofreaders; they don’t teach spelling, for example. They
expect students to be responsible enough to make sure
there are no spelling errors in their final assignments. It is
the student’s responsibility to proofread his or her work
more than one time before turning it into the instructor.
Professors primarily base students’ grades on the work they
do. Work that is turned in which is full of unnecessary errors
because of a lack of proofreading reflects badly on the
student and leaves an unfavorable impression on the
professor.

Things we say today
thanks to Shakespeare
“Knock, knock! Who’s there?”
“Green eyed monster”

“a piece of work”

“BREAK THE ICE”

“dead as a doornail”

“fight fire with fire”

“heart of gold”
“A sorry sight”

“send him packing”

“GOOD RIDDANCE”

“set my teeth on edge”
“seen better days”

“come what may” “wear your heart on your sleave”

“what’s done is done”
“hair stand on end”
“brave new world”
“be all, end all” “too much of a good thing” “naked truth”
“cold-blooded”

“the game is up” “The world is my oyster” “full circle” “baited breath”

“lie low”

“laughing stock” “Fair Play / Foul Play” “vanish into thin air”

“breathed his last”

“LOVE IS BLIND”

“IN A PICKLE” “not sleep one wink”

“catch cold”

“for goodness sake”

“heart of hearts” “OFF WITH HIS HEAD”

http://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2011/09/15/140520535/things-we-say-today-and-owe-to-shakespeare

